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Collections receive my prompt personal
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Remittances made day claim la
All matter» reported on promptly.
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paid.
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Licensed Taxidermist,
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Telephone
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NOTICE.
Notice 1» herebe given that on the ith d*v of
January, A. D. l'JUS. I was duly anpo'nte·! by
the Mon A. R. Savage, Ju-tlce of the Supreme
Judicial Court for the state of Maine, Receiveof the Mount Marie Minera! Companv, a corporation organize·! by law and formerl·. itimg
business at South Pari- Maine, and havr duly
In
qualifie·! as such by irlvlnit the l>ond rei|ul*e>!
the decree of appointment and further, that by
-aid decree. I
commissioner

wa« ve-ted
to receive

praeUcal agricultural topic»

DAIRYMEN WHO FA KM ED ON PAPEH.

PARKER,

A

yLOW."

.More in the Man than in the Method.

Auctioneer,

jïlSBtk.
Attorney· and Counsellors

nee on

γηκ

1» solicited.
Aitdree.-* all ecuimunlratlon* In
temted for thin ilepartuient to U&nry O.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, farts, Me.

park.

d.

with the |»>wera of
the
and determln

vailUyofall cla m- against -aid corpoiatlon
and as -uch commi*Mon r, 1 herebv give notice
t<> all creditor» of -aid corporation t·· present
their claim- to me before April 1st. late, or be
forever barred of their claim*, -aid claim* can
be pie«etitcd to iiie at mv <-til· e In S«uth Part*,
ou We lresday, t'eb 4th. 1 «'3. aud Wednesday,

March »tb. A. D. 1'.«β. at 10o'clock a. M.. or on
hour· between
at the convencreditor.
ience of the
South Pari-, -Ian. 17th. A I». 19i«.
ALBh KT D. PARK.
Receiver a* Commissioner.
anv other da ν during bu-tne*a
now and the last day of March,

To the Honorable Board οΓ County Comml-«loners In and for the tounty of Oxford
Oxford
The undersigned, Inhabitant- of
County. mo-t respectfully represent that common
convenience and n· cesslty require the locution
of a new road In the t wu of Sumner, commencing at a point near the foot of tbe hill. no:thwe-terly of the hou»e of George W. French,
known as the Β. Y. Tuell place. In -aid Sumner
and near a gate way at the liend In the road. In
the mutt convenient place; thence running In a
south westerly cour»e around the hill, and down
the valley, lti the mo-t feasible route, to the
Sumner road, near Cyrus Haze'ton'e, and near
the point where the road turns to go to North
Pari*.
ney inrreroiw pray mut tvu ο···,··»·
preliminary proceeding*. locste sal.: w:«y.
Date! this stth dav of Nonab r, me
JLLit'S P. iKILl 1NUS and 3.1 other*.
■««·■·.

STATE OK WA1.\K.

COUNTY OF OXFORD. 88.
Hard of County Commissioners, December

J

We hear so rauoli nowadays of the
experience of novice farmers who are
almost always the ra<>st sure how a thine
ought to be done! These writers would
lead a young man just starting in to infer
that without a silo, a cream separator,
an aerator and four or five commercial'
feeds, especially bran, he would be hopelessly behind the procession in the beginning, and would have no change of
success.
But I say, young man, if you
can make it at all, you can make it without all the modern appliances.
I will relate some facts of what two or
three of these farmers who farmed on
paper were able to accomplish when it
came down to facts instead of figures.
About IS or 20 years ago, when the silo
was first exploited in Wisconsin, one of
these farmers used to call me to one
side, unci with pencil and paper try to
convince me how easv it would be to
make money with a silo, and some
registered cattle to go with it. This is
the way he would figure: A good cow
ought to give 40 lb. of milk per day, if
she only got a ballanced ration; 50 lb. of
ensilage and 5 lb. of bran would be a full
«lay's feed. With bran at ?10 per ton
(that, he said, was as high as it would
ever be) and ensilage
per ton, and
t lut was high too, as it was easv to grow
of
the
feed would
cost
•-Ό tons per acre,
not be over 8 or 10 cents per day, while
t he income would be at the least 40 cents.
Even at *1 per hundred he intended to
keep 40 cows, for he figured that two
men aud their wives would be able to
milk that number, and do the other
work easily. 1 should have stated that
this man was a successful merchant, but
with pen and paper he figured he could
make money easier by scientific farming
and raising registered cattle and horses
ami hogs; so he disposed of his store ami
merchandise and invested in a farm,
built a silo, hog-pen and cattle barns, ami
bought his registered cattle (never mind
what breed) and commenced business.
Hut he soon found out it was easier to
make cows give 40 lb. of milk on paper
than to make them give 40 lb. in the
pail and the price of bran went up while
the price of butter went down, and instead of having an income of |ltf per day
it averaged nearer *6; and what with
abortion and milk fever and parget
(registered cattle of any breed are subject to these diseases, I believe, the same
as scrub cattle), he found that facts and
figures were two different things. After
eight or nine years of farming, he made
up his mind that farming was notall fun.
Now this man was a success as a merchant, and he honestly thought that he
would make a successful farmer if he
had all the modern feeds and fixtures,
hut he made a miserable failure as à
farmer, nevertheless, although he worked
hard and did his best.
Farmer Xo. 2 worked it a trifle differenlt.v. He also was an enthusiast on
ensilage and registered cattle. He wax
had some verv
.ι fair Κ good farmer and
good scrub cows. He lacked, he thought,
bull
to make a
a silo and a registered
perfect success of dairy farming; so he
bought a bull and built a silo, and commenced busiuess. He had succeeded in

raising

some

scrub

cows

high as 50 lb. of milk per day on dry
feed in the winter, and he told me lie
intended to have tweutycowe that would
average 50 lb. of milk per dav when he
trot them improved with his "registered
bull and had a silo, a reservoir bran bin
and everything perfect. I thought he
had quite a big job «η his hands, but he
did not seem to tliiuk so, and so he spent
about fciOUO in building a just-right barn
silo and reservoir bran bin and buying a
bull. He tried for seven years to make
a sue-ess of scientific farming, but as a
matter of fact, he never succeeded in
raising another cow that gave 50 lb. of
milk per «lay, let alone raising twenty,
and he said it seemed as if the higher ht>
graded, the more he degraded, and the
poorer the milk became. As for ensilage
some people might like it, but he had'a
stomach full of it, and did not want anv
more in his life.
ly.

purchase

register-

chauged

getting

enough
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CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

pleuty

and also, as 1 read in a dairy paper the
other day, that there were not three
siloes in a thousand that were failures.
Now 1 know of more than this number
of siloes in Jefferson County, Wis., that
have not been tilled for five and some of
them for ten years, aud I doubt if they
will ever be tilled again by the present
owuers; and 1 kuow that there are far
from 1000 siloes in the entire country.
This is not written to condemn ensil,igc and bran entirely, for I have fed
both for 20 years; but, I have come to
the conclusion that bran is almost worthless as a grain ration, and that ensilage
is far from what some people would like
What disgusted me
to make us believe.
most with ensilage was that one year,
while tilling my silo, I selected several
ears of corn which would have made
perfect seed corn. This I placed in the
center of the silo, and when I fed the
ensilage out and found these same ears
of corn, aud dried them out, and compared them with the same kind of ears
1 had saved and dried for seed, it was
like comparing bad eggs with good ones.
Since then, 1 have concluded to put my
good corn in the crib, or in a good hog,
and 1 think I am better off tiinancially.
Do not think you witl be sure to succeed
if you only follow the modern methods,
for if the man is not built for the
business he is in, no method (old or new)
will help him; and when you read, young
man or old one either, for that matter,
that there are very few failures iu farming, do not believe.
Une more incident and I shall close.
This Farmer No. 4 was the owner of iiOO
acres of not very good land, in fact some
of it was decidedly poor, and considerable of it was not tillable, ile was a
dairyman and a very good one too. ile
made his boast that he was able to pay
his hired help and all expenses, and at
the eno of the year to have $1000 for his

This may not seem large to some
owners of 200 acres, but I think you will
tind it above the average. As he had no
to hire
I will furnish DOOMS and WINDOWS of any help of his own, and found it hard
Hiae or Style at reasonable pri es.
he concluded to let the farm for cash
He considered
rent and come to town.
ftiOO as cheap as he could afford to rent
01
If in want of any kind of finish for Inside
it and he soon fouud a tenant who agreed
Pine LumOutside work, send In your order·
to give him this amount for three years.
ber and Shingle· on hand Cheap tor Cash.
The tint year he got his rect in full; the
and Job Work. second year he got less, and the third
year he got still lees, simply for the
Matched Hard Weod Floor Board· tor «ale.
reason that the tenant waa not able to
make both ends meet. The owner found
G. W.
Mata· it impossible to find another tenant who
Wart Sum

Also Window & Door Frames.
Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,
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The Cow as a Farm Renovator.
Maine dairy farmer, the Hon.
A
Randall W. Ellis, said at a meeting of
the Dairymen's association of that state:
The dairy cow is always at home.
F or 385 nights and at least 200 days she
is housed where all her droppings can
be saved. She returns to the soil ά
larger per cent of what she eats than any
other living animal. In fact, 91) per cent
of all she eats, except what nature requires to sustain life and keep up the
waste of
eystem, is returned to
to the soil; 75 per cent in her voidings,
liijuiil and solid, and 24 per cent in the
Less than
waste product of her milk.
one per cent goes off in butter fat.
In reckoning the profits of the dairy,
these by-products do not get the credit
ilue them; in fact, they are scarcely ever
reckoned at all; but when you take into
consideration the depleted condition of
nearly all our farms, and the urgent need
there is of recuperation, they should be
ranked first in importance, for without
the elements of fertility in the soil our
receipts in dollars and cents would soon
be none.
Three gallons of skimmed milk or buttermilk will make one pound of dressed
pork. The average cow will produce 300
gallons of milk in a year, hence she will
make 100 pounds of pork. The cow
lierself. if properly treated, with what
results from the milk fed the pigs, will
inake two cords of first-class dressing.
Six cords of such dressing is sufficint to
ertilizean acre for sweet corn if the land
is not too much run out. An acre of
orn will yield on an average $-10 worth
•fears and nine tons of silage. A cow
will eat about 60 pounds of silage per
lay. hence the y tons will feed 1 1-2
The same amount of
sows 2iH) days.
land sown to oats and peas will yield 2
tons, of which a cow will eat 14 pounds
per day, hence it will feed 1 1-2 cows 200
ilavs, and have 300 pounds to spare.
The same acre of land will produce 1 3-4
tons of hay, of which the cow will eat 16
pounds per day, thus feeding one cow
days and leaving 300 pounds to spare.
The money, $40, received for sweet com
at the factory will buy sufficient proveuder for the four cows, fed as they
have been on coarse fodder. Now you
that three cows have produced
see
enough on three acres to keep 4 cows 200
ilavs. the average length of our winters,
with»i00 pounds to spare, a gain of 33
|»er cent.
These are the results of actual tests of
the crops raised on our farm in 1901, the
land being all measured and the amounts
ascertained by weighing certain plots,
which were as uear an average as possible, and reckoning the whole field by
theiu you will see that the average of
tlie crops was not large, no larger than
tin· average farmer raises.
One thing which we noticed in particular was the great difference in the
linount of shrinkage of different crops
For instance, while oats and
hi curing.
|>ias lose only two-fiftlw, clover loses
A man not used
more than three-fifths.
to weighing will overestimate a clover
rop, while he will underestimate a pea
rop, and the latter contains far more
nutritive qualities than the former. A
-°w will eat on the average about 16
[KiundH of clover hay per day, while she
λ ill not eat more than 14 pounds of oats
iu<l peas, and will give more milk on the
\\ e are able to get more cow
atter.
feed from an acre of peas and oats than
run an acre of sweet corn with the ears
picked off for the factory and one-half
''"re than we can from an acre of clover,
l'or this i«Mson it seems absurd to admit
:he oat aud pea crop and seed the corn
aud directly to clover, as some are re-

that had giveu

He also believed iu the new methods
■"••«Ion. lHOi.
of farrniug, and a» he was in debt, he
ΓΓΟΝ the foregoing iwtltlun. satisfactory evl
these new methods would
•leoce having l>een received that the petitioner- thought that
an·! that Inquiry Into the merits make money faster for him than the old
are
of their application Inexpedient, IT ΙβΟΜ>ΚΚΚ1>,
any
way. ile did not
that the
County Commissioners meet at
the house of George W. French. In «unaner, In ed live-stock, but he rebuilt his barn,
«al l County, on the 2Sth >lav of May. next, at built a silo, and bought a cutter and
ten of the clock a. *·. and thence proceed to
from summer
to run it;
«aid
mentioned In
pet! engine
view
the
route
to wiuter dairying, aud commenced to
a
view,
which
after
tl«.n; Immediately
hearing of the parties and their witnesses will l>e M'ike money. He found out the tirst
ha ! at some convenient place In the vicinity winter that
ensilage did not make the
an·! »uch other measures taken In the premises
milk that grass did; the second winter
Λη<1
as the commissioners shall judge proper.
the
of
time,
notice
It Is further (>κι>κκκι>, that
he tried ensilage aud bran, and still grass
place and purpose of the commissioners' meeting came out ahead. The third winter he
aforesaid be given to all persons and corpora
tlone Interested, by causing attested copies of tried a balanced ration aud still grass
•aid petition, and of this order thereon, to l>e came out ahead.
This, he said, was
•erved uoon the clerk of the town of Sumner
for him, and iustead of
aforesaid, and also posted up In three public out of
debt, he kept getting in; so he
places In said town, and published three weeks
Democrat, a sold his farm and stock and retired—not
successively In the Oxford
Coun
said
In
at
Paris,
newspaper* printed
because he wanted to, but because he
ty of Oxford, the drst of said publications, an·!
each of the other notices, to be made, serve·! and had to.
Now here are three cases which have
posted, at least thtrtr davs before said time of
meeting, to the end that all persons and corpora- come under my observation where farmtions may then and there ap|>ear and shew cause,
failures of
tf any they have, why the prayer of said peti- ers have made miserable
and 1 can name
tioners should not be granted.
scientific
Attest -CHARLES V. WHITMAN, Clerk.
the fact that
of others,
A true copy of sal·! petition and order of court
we hear so much said
nowadays that
thereon.
Clerk.
few
failures
in farming
K.
WHITMAN.
are
Αττωτ—CHARLES
there
very

THE

would agree to give him $600; so he was
compelled to accept an offer of $500 for
the next term of three years from
.-mother man, To make a long story
short, during the six years this farm was
let, he never was able to get his rent in
full, and what with paying taxes and
keeping up repairs, he found that there
If these
was not a very great deal left.
renters had been of the same make as
the owner, they could have made the
same money; but the fact of it was, the
difference was in the man. The method
was the same, the farm was the same
and the chances were the same. The
owner finally became disgusted with
renters and sold his farm and stock for
>1·),<Ό0 and invested in city property.
W hether he will be as successful in this
venture as he was as a farmer, time will
tell.—.A. C. S. Jefferson County, Wis.

AMONG THE FARMERS.

NAIKL
SOUTH PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, «team en
mill work, «pool machinery and tool·
oil·, set «.'ι·»», tape. die» and drill· made an<
mowing anil threabing αϊ»
repaired. Sewing,
chines, pump· of all kinds. presses, gun·, pie
and promptly re
to ». knives. trap·, etc.. neatly

paired.
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Oxford
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Minmendiug.

Id my opinion, it is much more profittble to raise sweet corn, pick otT the ears
nul exchange them for protein feeds,
lian to plant a larger-growing corn and
If a large growing
jut it all in the silo.
rariety of yellow corn is planted, about
orty or fifty bushels of ears per acre
vould be obtained to pick off and dry,
; ibout three tons extra of silage, to offset
he $40 from the factory.
These are no fancy pictures, they are
ictual facts backed up by the experience
>f a lifetime.—Mirror and Farmer.
Baldwins for an All Round Apple.
Noting an article in the Democrat by
iV. P. A. on the relative merits of apples,
,
•specially tho Baldwin and the Ben Davis,
md having some experience along this
| ine for mauy years, is why I put in my
tar.

For a right down good apple I should
| >ar the Ben Davis. Our seasons are too
, hort, but to let them remain as late as
Ktssible improves them greatly; but not
( oo late, for they will not staud a freeze
I have a friend
| hat tho Baldwin will.
j η the state of Washington who informs
that the Ben Davis grows very large
md is a tine apple there.
I own now but a village lot, and in
uch cases one likes to have a variety.
Vhen I bought the place eleven years

, ne

igo,there

was a

Porter,

a

Baldwin,

some

a»8ai8Riiiisii
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Janey, according to orders, was playof his
tag on the gallery within souud

voice, so that he could call her If he
anything—not that Blossier
had been known to want anything
since he had been In the house.
A'nt 'Cindy's voice, softened by the
fell
distance to the kitchen, rose and
on the pleasant air in religious fervor,
and upstairs Jane McGrath's footsteps
come
could bo heard. The men had .v 11

wanted

back from Tullahoma a week before,
but Andy McGrath was :ιοΐ among
them. He had been in the tield a year,
he
and two more were to elapsu before
should return. Jane felt that the entire weight of their debt to Blossier
devolved for the time upon lier.
Jauey's moon face appeared at the
door. She felt it incumbent 011 her to
come and look at her charge occasionThen, seized with a sudden Im-

boriously climbing back again with a
hand. She
very big marigold in her
trotted to Blossier. her bare feet eofinputting the bare floor, started to hold it
out to him, remembered the swathed
hands and held it up. tiptoeing, to 1rs

Jane herself was a x'uiple. plain
given to considering tije deeo
rutlve side of life, but she did sorely
want curly hair for her child. i'.Llocks.

body,

uut

sier's mind reverted to a haiidressci
he had once knowu in New Oi leans.
If he only had such a pair of tongs as
that man used, he was sure he could.
when his hands got well, curl Janey's
hair to a marvel. And how pica sa η t it
would be to come and do it every day!
Vague vistas of usefulness to this wor

before him.
The dear dumb Jane was remembering certain Strath, ro girls wbo had
gone to boarding schools wiic.-e thej
had utudU-d French. Everybody knev
they had. It was often mentioned in
their honor. But she had lu·;, id 8o:u»·
very smart people—Judge Caldwell, foi

instance—say they didn't believe they

Before starting up the ladder of Fame,
it is well grounded and upright.

le sure

The harvest of wild oats has never yet
Seen satisfactory to the sower or hie

friends.

It is better to pay a high price for one
good cow to keep than to have two poor
sows given you.
Weeds and bad reputation grow so rapidly that they often obscure whatever of
good they may surround.

farm
Employment Agency
hands, would be well patronized in
Maine. Something should be done to
encourage farm laborers to come into
our state.
Wages are high here as anywhere and men are well treated by our
farmers.
An

for

become

familiar

with

the

pair were continually called up·
demonstrate the fact.
When old Mrs. Farnley came In from
:he country to stay With her daughtern-law, she was not to be convinced by
:be ordinary exhibition.
"You. Mr. Blossy." said she—"you
:an clean out there by that there crape
uyrtle and stay there where I can see
rou. Janey, you tell Mr. Blossy when
le comes back to give me my stick.
Γ«11 him in French." Janey was a litle mystified, but she was used to exj libitlng her French, so she successfully
jerformed the feat required of her,
! ind when Blossier, with a bow, handHi the old lady her staff more witnessThe

>n to

than one had a new realization that
he strange tongue was not a meaning

( >s

jargon.
Andy McGrath's soul was as much
j ike Jane's as one cornfield pea is like
ess

The Infinite mind doubtless
law distinctions between them, and
lane knew that Andy took more sugar
η his coffee than she did, and Andy

, mother.

ι mew that she would spank Janey
( lometiines when he would not; but.
j 10 far as other human beings were
, loncerned, they might as well have had
] nterchangeable identities. When they
( ;ot married, Mrs. Pembroke remarked

could speak It, and Judge Caldwell
mentioned that he had northern kinfolk wbo got French nurses for their
childreu so that they learned to talk
French when they were little. Why
(this preface and conclusion came all
but simultaneously In Jane's rnlndjwhy couldn't Juney learn It from Mr.
Blossy. and why couldn't other children learn from Mr. Blossy (she had a
pang here at giving up the hope of a
lonely emiucuce of learning for Jancy).
and thus Mr. Blossy be lifted to the
dignity and prosperity of a teacher?
That might Indeed be a payment on
the debt of gratitude!
Janey looked at her marigold with
thoughts of reclaiming It (it seemed un-

The Beet Conditioner.

Make horses eat, expel worms, when fed as
directed, Increase the milk supply in cows,
make stock healthy, prevent sickness and
distemper, keep young stock on the gain,
make hens lay.
prevent and cure indigestion,
the
By increasing the appetite and aiding
fonctions
they
assimilative
and
digestive
enable all kinds of stock to get the greatest
benefit from feed consumed.
possible
"
My horse had scratches and was run
I gave him Hood Farm Condition
down.
Powders and noticed a change for the betA. ▲. Govs, Montpeter In a few days."
ller, Vt.
Prices: 25c., 50c. and $1. A 85 lb. box
sella for S5. Prepared by C. L Hood Co.,
Lowell, Masa. For sale by F. A. ShvbtLtrr A Co., Soath Paris, Me.

developed

a

life.

Moreover, though the tone of the
town about him had not much altered,
its tone to him was necessarily in the
new circumstances more friendly and
considerate, and that deeply touched
and pleased the little man.
He still lived by himself, but now It
was in "the office," In Mrs. Pembroke's
yard, and so he was within the pale of
civilization and could be looked after
if he fell sick. Jane had not rested till
that possibility was provided for. But
fate is apt to pass over the possibilities
scrupulously provided for. Blossler had
never spent a day in bed since he recovered from his burns when one autumn the dear Jane herself sickened
and died and was laid away in that

unnaturally unfit for existence,
Ullllg ΙΟ provose

me

uiina

<jl

confections of laces and ribbons ae no
other fingers in Strathboro have ever
concocted. Strathboro has long ago
accepted Andy McGrath'e establishment-for Andy still beads it-as one
of its peculiar possessions and takes
much pride in it. and Jimmy Pendleton. who buys goods In Memphis, or
one of Judire Caldwell's granddaughters who is a belle and visits the best
people from Louisville to New Orleans,
or any of the most traveled residents
of the place, will tell you as;ain and
again that the fame of Its French and
its Frenchman has gone abroad as far
as west Tennessee and southern Ken
tucky and even northern Alabama.
Janey only of the children, with her
husband and her children, lives in the

a someuijuj-

I)US.
How strange a thing, still strange In
its awful familiarity, that a creature
so Inoffensive, living in dumb, helpless
good faith the life thrust on him, could
seem so

played upon!

At the funeral, after Jane was laid
In the ground and the earth was well
heaped over her, Audy turned his poor,
bewildered, pain dazed eyes upon the
faces about him, and amid their wearied assumption of solemnity, beneath
which the usual easy little interest In
the commonplace was already asserting Itself, he saw Bloseler, his features
working convulsively as he gazed with
eyes that did not see upon the hideous

old

a

bow, handed the old Uidy
her staff.

| ο Mrs. Kitchens that It was curious
sec two such good, dumb, clever,
: ;ay
nothing lKidiee marry each other,
| »ut then, she added, perhaps It would
| lave been more curious yet if they had
|ο

ι lot.

Of course Andy accepted Blossler In
< xactly Jane's spirit. He felt a little at
t ι loss as to how to conduct himself
Λ-lth a Frenchman, finding himself
vitbout social traditions on that point,
| >ut he had the best will in the world
ι ο adapt himself as well as he could to
, iny new etiquette required. Neither he
t lor Jane had a touch of the usual sore
<
•ontempt for ways new to them, so
| Ittle may a jarge spirit be dependent

experience or intellectuality.
Audy bad been home a week, and it
vas the evening after they had first

< >n

| lersuaded Blossier to sup with them,
faney, her curls tumbled into merely
| minan tresses, but presumably dream| ng French dreams, lay In her trundle
| >ed, and close by Jane and Andy sat

the window, cooling off and, as they
1 laid, "talking things over." Jauc now
ipened up the subject she bad had so
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ong at heart.

"Tears, Andy, like Mr. Blossy's too
food to be doing nlggah's work all the
;lme.

Of course with a

to

all."
"French Is

extry."

,

A

"Well, Blossy's right here, and a
've
heap of houses beside ourn would
burnt down If he hadn't been. It won't
cost much. He'll be better off anyhow
than working all the time ljke a niggah. You talk to your brother Ben,
Andy. He'll like to have his girls as

tion to enter, and then be beckoned,
still mysteriously, with sidelong, backward nods of the head, for Andy to
come to him. "Howdy?" said he when
Andy reached the gate, now assuming
a light, dégage air, totally inconsistent
with his previous manner. "Come chez-

and

crowding,

Complicated Cut.

Satisfied.
told
story is

When Tiaaot Waa

of
interesting
Jacques Tlesot, the great French paintWhile In England be painted a
er.
beautiful rellgloue picture and, meeting a countrywoman, asked her opinion of his work. "It's a chef d'oeuvre,"
she replied, giving a remarkably Just
An

"Get your mint close by?"
But Blossier was so absorbed in try*

Itching Skin

and detailed appreciation of the various merits of the painting.
"Are you satisfied?" asked a friend.
Tlssot answered In the negative. He
working
entirely rep. nted his picture,

They can't.

night

disappear.

"I was taken with an îtchinç on mj
which proved very disagreeable. ]
concluded It was m!t rheum and bought t
bottlo of Hood's Sursapurlll.i. In two day:
after 1 began taking it I felt better and H
!
was not long before I was cured. Have
never had any skin disease since." Mae
Ida E. Waru, Cove Point, Md.
arms

J

Sarsaparillc ;
impurities and

more

thing?"—Youth's Companion.

doorway.
"Mighty nice," said Andy politely.

rid the blood of ail
all eruptions.

other

there's more bog.
"Now, I won't tell you which Is which,
bnt one of us thinks Hen's collie dog
bad ought to be throwed Into the barthat my
ter, and the other one thinks
heffer would Just about even up. Now,
what should you eny was the fair

moi, these eve-ning."
When Andy was seated on the eteps
of "the office," Blossier brought him a
mint julep and, with a glass of cheap
claret for himself, the one luxury of his
prosperity, sat himself down in the

and Pills

each

Squire Prescott good naturedly.
"It's Just like this," said the man,
stepping cloeer and speaking In a low"Hen Rogers wants to trade
er tone.
farms with me, but we can't quite
Ills cow pasture la
agree on terms.
better than mine, but I've got twice as
his
many blueberry bushes as he has;
but
corn Is all started, and mine Isn't,
I've got screens to five windows and
two doors; there's less stones In his
meadow land than there is in mine, but

on the gallery etepe
after supper with Andy, as usual, he
stopped outside the front gate and
called wit! a portentous, mysterious
air, "Mees-tere Audee, Mees-tere Andee
—non, non!" in answer to the invita-

Hood's

on

seem

I want you should settle, and whatever
whether you
you suy I'll abide by It.
think as I expect you will or not."
"Well, let's hear what It Is," said

going and sitting

The source of the trouble is in thf
blood—make that pure and this scaling, burning, itching skin disease wil

"Yes; I

depend

«mu

inurrieu

▲ eouutry "squire" Is often called
npon to settle questions which tax
both bis knowtadge and bis Ingenuity.
One such matter wus presented to
Squire Prescott of Banbury.
"Square," said a solemn faced man,
stopping the lawyer one day as he was
leaving the i«ostofflce, "there's a point

like that."
Jane had left four daughters. This
little incident gave Blosefer food for
profound reflection. He reflected to
some purpose. That night, instead of

heard Judge Caldwell say
pears ago that he was educated."
"It's bad time now. Jane."'
"I know that, Andy, but we must
lust try and get him started. The war's
their
aver, and people got to educate
children quick if they're going to at

iponded Andy again.

are

poor humanity 1· always
they may be assured.

little girls was running wild, with nobody but A'nt 'Cindy to look after 'em,
and she so old she didn't know what
she was doing anyhow," and that it
"
was her
'pinion that pore Miss Jane
would rather they bad a stepma than
to have 'em left with no raising at all

Distress by day and night—
That's the complaint of those who
are so unfortunate as to be afflicted
with Eczema or Salt Rheum—and outward
applications do not cure,

rest

to others little more than α name on a
tombstone, and together these two look
forward quite trustfully to the time
when their names also shall be on
tombstones. And, surely, if there Is
assurance for the merciful and the
meek and the pure in heart—for the
salt of the earth. In short—as to that
veiled and awful door through which

over-

ΪΓ8."
"It 'pears like It would be more flt;ing," said Andy, seizing the Idea.
"It's called a smart thing to know
French. There's Babe Tucker."
"Blosey must know all about It," re-

me

more as the years go by. They never
had anything to say to each other, and
they have nothing now, but they love
to sit side by side on the gallery on
summer evenings or by the open fire
In winter, as might two rough coated,
long acquainted old dogs and with no
more sense of failure of companionship
in the silence. Each understands how
past and present are mingled In the
other's mind as Janey's children tumble about, nightgowned for their final
romp, and each knows the dear figure
that as wife or patron saint Is ever in
the other's thoughts, though Jane McGrath has been burled so long that
even in this small world she is become

Frenchman

:hlngs is different, but seems like If he
:an teach Janey he might teach oth-

place,

scattered, and Andy and Blossler

The week before Blossier had
heard one of his pupils, a middle aged
unmarried lady, say in his class to her
nearest neighbor that "It was a plum
shame the way poor Mrs. McOrath's

3loeslcr, with

I

rarely seen few more touchlngly funny
sights than that little man sitting cross
legged on the floor of Jane's old sitting
room making feminine fripperies of an
unmistakably Parisian character, frivolous and modish, airy and coquettish,
to be worn by his favorite, the faithful
but stolid Janey. He sits there yet,
bald, a little shaky, annoylngly dim of
sight, but still enjoying turning out,
for Janey's babies now, euch dainty

shadow village always growing, growing silently and ominously, by Strath
boro's side.
Poor Andy McGrath was Indeed left,
as A'nt 'Cindy said, like the half of a
pair of scissors. Yes; that was it.· He
was now a something absurdly useless,

popular criticism.

prized.

Condition Powders

about that he had

little at the sight of his grief.
lie went to him and took his hand,
and without a word the two men, the
two piteous <>ld children, went away
together f: .11 Jane's grave.
Months went by. and Strathboro became used to seeing them together and
had almost ceased to gossip about the
queer taste Andy showed when one
June day new fuel fed the flame of

and unappreciated lying
there on the pillow), and then she heard
the coaxing voice of A'nt 'Cindy's «mall
grauddaugLer calling from the big
crape myrtle tree (she was not allowed
to trespass farther upon the front
yard): "Janey! Jaucy! 1 got a pooty
fur ye, Janey!" And she trotted off to
bestow her society where it was most

HOOD FAHtf
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ImcuLLer's!

my meditation. I wels eey have ze bees
condition possible."
Andy stopped with the uplifted glass
half way to his mouth and began with •
a troubled countenance scrupulously to
CopvriçM, 1901, by
study Its contents.
♦
♦
American Prm Amoeiation
"My fatere was one talleur, Meeetere Andee." Blossicr inexplicably proPORTRAIT of Zuleika," tall,
ceeded, putting his glass down on the " Jfc
sheer, with the Introspective
step and talking eagerly, with outstretched palms, "and my moo-tere was
gaze of old time salutship in
—was—she make tay, inose delicate
the eyes that looked out
wiz fln-gere. et moi. me—I help. I hety from under gold shot hair lying in dapbote when 1 leetle. when I biggere."
pled rings η cross the forehead; short
Andy hud forgotten his glnes now lips on which the paint gledmed fresh.
and was staring and yet trying to look McC'uller bent his bead critically.
"Ae good as you make 'em," suggestpolite and not too conscious of the
ed hie friend from a lounge in the corstrangeness of French ways.
"And, Mees-tere Andee. my fln-gere ner.
also, alway, even now—I sew for my
"No," said McCuller; "wants life. It
clo'es myse'f alway. you not know? I is the artistic basis which I lack; exknow I do alnyt'ing zat way easee. presses her, though, 'soft as tbe membeautiful, anil ze manière, ze politeness ory of buried love.' Ilumpb! Not quite.
—ah. Mees-tere Andee, you know ze What do you say, Pybus?"
French peepul zey have ze manière- 1
He turned, weighing the palette in
teach ze leetle daughtere all. 1 keep ze bis hands. "Strange how the face
houze. I sew de clo'es, so not In Slnitb- clings to me! An idea, my idea, mateclo'es. Mees-tere Andee. si rialized, created from nothing, like
boro is
vous—peremeet me. M cot-ten' Andee God's world. For the furtherance of
come chez vous to your houze j on
what? My own glory? Not as long as
the eyelids appear as if they had never
comprehend V"
By this time Blossler was stamlin;: winked. See; they stare too much."
on the walk In front of Aiul.v. r::pldly
Pybus raised himself on one elbow
pantomiming his ideas and pleadiu·: to look at the picture through half
with gesture as well as voie:\ a» I.
shut eyes. "Push It back against the
begging that children of his own portiere—so. Crimson sets it, as it
should be cared and la! ored for by were, in relief. There; that's better.
Andy. For a moment Andy sta:i'd o:. Now she breathes."
and Iilossi·. r's hvart \v:ts ir
In
"No; but I wish she did. Pybus, It
his mouth. Then he got up. caught ·.·■ ml is Pygmalion over again. I could love
wrung the Frenchman's lirud an It:
her if she lived."
stant. dropped It and. turt...ig his back,
"And feed her? McCuller, you are
pulled his old soft bat o ir his face.
crazy. If she lived, you would have to
Two days later Strathboro had the
support her. and she would worry you.
enormous excitement of seeing Hlos
As it is, you possess her and she need
sler's household gooùs a queer little not eat. Re thankful."
cartload they made moved to Andy
"I am. But, Pybus, what a glorious
Met truth's house, and behind the curt conceit to command life to the eyes,
old
our
walked lUossier. carrying
call the blood from heart to lips"—
friend, the double bass.
"You did not paint the heart."
So was established the oddest house"None the less possible to will It Into
hold south of Mason and Dixon s line.
existence. To will—do you understand?
It was a year before Strathboro
For, if the emanations of a divine will
sounded the full depths of Its oddity can effuse themselves info created maand ceased to vibrate with the excite- terial substance,
why should not hument of fresh discovery. Bloesler took man will
by the potency of Its divine
the
in
woman's
place
completely a
germ evolve Into a sentient, an already
household economy, and the world has

CREATION:

silence,

mound.
It was not In Andy to feel resentment
against the others. Perhaps he, too,
realized In the depths of his wordless
that
humanity
consciousness
poor
could hardly exist except as It Is "well
wadded with stupidity," but his heart
went out to Blossier and was eased a

appropriated

Jane may not have been blessed with
many ideas, but she gave profound
attention to those that did visit her.
She pondered all day od the possibility
of Blossier becoming a teacher of
French, and after supper she went
over to consult Mrs. Pembroke about

erature sprang up among our peopleladles and children, that is, chiefly—till
now, sir, almostjts many of them have
read 'Corinne,' sir, Mme. de Stael's
masterpiece, as are familiar with the
'Beulah' or 'St Elmo' of our own Mls«

little genuine simple interest In exercising his few wits, and, bless him, was
enjoying the sweets of the intellectual

had

Blossy!

,

have related to you, a

rivalry In the French language and lit

sight of Blossier going about his work
with a tiny figure by his side, a little
çiri with the most marvelous double

That little thing could speak
?st
French, talk it right along with old

j

middle Tennessee, Mr. Hunter—a largt
proportion, even take the whole state
together, sir—and, owing to the cir
cumstances I

Ing to arrange his thoughts for presentation that he forgot to answer.
"Mees-tere Andee," he at last began,
"your leetle daughtere air-r much upon

^

locr.
"She «lone sleep. Jedge."
"Very well: never mind."
"Well. sir. 1 must let you hear thai
little darky talk French in the morn
Ing. It sounds comic; it does indeed.
She picked it up from my grandchildren. Strathboro always had a literary
taste. This county has produced n
large proportion of the great men ol

2nd went her own way.
Long before poor Andy McGrath.
liaunt and tattered and despairing and
beaten, came back to his home Strath-

on,

of brown curls under her com·
skuck hat, curls as stiff and slick and
regular as If tbey had been done out
jf wood with a turning lathe. Strathboro admired the curls unanimously,
but an accomplishment of their owner
tilled them with an even livelier inter

as

become pregnant.
Blossier's blinking little (ashless eyes
(the lashes had been white. *1 their al»
eenee made no great difference in his
appearance) were fixed on τ lie curl rags
that tied up .Janey's etraij.·!:t brown

M

rows

Flowers were to Lo smelled in
Janey's creed without petty distille.ions

At th<· same
moment, then and there, she ami Bios
si«r each became possessed of an idea
small ones, to be sure, but destined tu

M

M

any town in the state. There are nu
Strathboro thai
merous children In
talk French with each other togethei
at their play, sir. sometimes. In fact
there is a little nlggnh here about tlu
house somewhere now that I heard say
Ing— Yen. Ί-iza. Where's that pieka
ninny of yours?" Τ lie judge interrupt
->d himself to call a servant passing tin

Evans."
The judge si>oke truly. It had come
about that learning French was the
game the town most affected, and Bios·
sier was, of course, the teacher.
The tone about him had not greatly
changed. A familiarity with French
had not much decreased Strathboro's
sense of the anomalous in the existence of a Frenchman, but the face of
life had greatly altered to Blossler.
Stimulated by the gentle proddlnge of
Jane McUrath he had studied to lit
himself fur his new calling, and it had

t)oro

nose.

on.

M

tale of the conflict. As to the present
she was right. There was small interest In Strathhoro in those days in the
acquirement of French by any means
whatsoever. Jane accepted this fact

pulse. she clambered down the stop*,
disappeared and in a moment was la

standing looking

W

and the Lord only knows"—
Then loyalty to disloyalty sealed her
lips against the first expression of
floubt as to the conclusion and after

poing

ally.

to odors.
"Merci." smiled Blossier as she laid
the happy yellow thing on his pill >\ved
lap. "Ne comprenez vous pas? Non?"
The child stood looking in his face,
t!i:>
grave and silent, ready to see what
odd creature would do ui v«
Jane had come down tin- stairs and

*3

Catherine was again taking up the
thread of reminiscence Jane interrupted:
"Mr. Blossy ain't a niggah, and It
seems kinda dreadful to see a white
man live like he does here in Strathboro. It ain't as If he was a real poor
white either. He's got education, I've
heard tell. He reads French newspapers. He's got some now at my house."
"Well, he's a foreigner, you know,
You never can tell anything
Jane.
about them like other people. He's
been here doing niggah's work years,
but it don't seom exactly like any other
white man doing it He's just a Frenchman first or last, and for them that
wants to learn French I reckon that'e
what they want. I s'pose it would be a
good thing for the pore old body, but
war
5-ou can't do much, Jane, with the

One day ns Blossier, hie swathed
hands on a pillow before hiin, sat in a
big wooden rocking chair in a wide,
dim, breeey hall, sunshiny outdoors
before and behind hiui. It occurred to
hioi that he was getting well too fast.

J

While there may be two sides to every·
:hing, there is only one right side.
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and a Transcendent crab.
1 grafted crab to Golden Russets, one
It
, iative to
Garden Royal, and one to
"Of course." she said after she was
'eck's Pleasant, a winter variety. They
seated on the gallery In the starlight
; til bear well, the Baldwin alternate years,
j η '91 the little old Baldwin bore $12 and bad Introduced her subject, "novorth. One year it produced about 8 body can do much with the war going
| >arrels. What about the other varieties? on. but I'm willing to make some sacrhey bear well, but when it is the off rlflces for Janey. and Mr. Blossy
ear with the Baldwin I have to buy
wouldn't expect much. We could Just
] ipples for a family of two. The trypeta share what
we've got with him till
Baldwin,
the
but
ipprwpiates everything
better. I'm afraid he's Men
fhe Baldwin is standard goods, not so times are
awful pore lately. And. after all. the
| ine a flavor as some, but they sell.
down
The Ben Davis in New England, town would 'a' been most burned
, eminds me of a
neighbor, who ownad sure if it hadn't been for him."
A relative went
s orne land in Florida.
Miss Catherine had no little children
The owner
( here and spent a winter.
to be instructed, so Jane, with difflculof
the
vas anxious to know the quality
and hitches, got out bo much sug| and. The man wrote back, "In Maine ty
of Strathboro's obligations.
gestion
Tilton.
ve should call it d
poor."—G.
"That's all true, Jane," replied Miss
Catherine cheerfully, r'but everybody
Don't Sell Coral
as anxious to recollect them kind
ain't
the
David Rankin of Tarkio, Mo., says
of things as you and as your mother
>t. Joe Journal, who is one of the
was before you. I remember now how
;reatest corn raisers and feeders in the
vorld, is credited with this saying: •he cherished that old Mammy Dinah
'Thou shalt not sell corn." His great of yourn Just for the way she nussed
lUccess is attributed to his policy of
you when you had that terrible tylever selling corn in auy way except in
phoid sickness when you was little.
>eef and pork. Last year he received
Seemed like she couldn't do enough for
>120,000 from the sale of his cattle, and that
niggah when she got old and
1111,500 from that of his hogs.
wuthless. Good niggab she was too."
There was a pause, and Just as Miss
The bad egg takes just as much room
η the nest as a good one.
, latives

Hfll

smart as Janey," concluded the sell
sacrificing Jane, with a sigh.
Ten years from that night Judge
Caldwell was saying to a guest, a law
yer from west Tennessee: "Yes, elr ;
Strathboro can show more people, olc
and young, accomplished In the Freuct
tongue, sir. than any town—a largei
proportion, sir, so accomplished—thai

cox 1

and day.
When finished, be sent again for hie
fair critic, who pronounced it admirait
ble and remained silently admiring
with smiling criticism.
"Are you satisfied?" asked the friend
again when the lady had departed.
"No," replied the artist, and he set to
work for the third time.

When the Parisienne saw the new
mopainting, she gazed at It for some
mente with evident emotiou and then
without a word sank softly to her
knees and began to pray.
"Are you satisfied now?" whispered
the friend, and Tlssot said "Yes."

visible, conception?"
"Goodby, McCuller. I enrne here to
recreate, not to speculate upon divine
There !s uothing divine
emanations.

about me. Goodby."
"Yes; It is speculation, Pybus. Everything is speculation. ïou and I are
speculations. Do not imagine"— But
Pybus slammed the door, and McCuller finished his speech alone.
»······

"Pybus."

"Well?"
"Will we succeed In getting this In·
eane Idea out of McCuller's head?"
"Don't know."
"Jones says he's getting morbid on
the subject."
"Who is—Jones?"
"No; McCuller."
"He's about right"

"Who—McCuller?"
"No; Jones."

There was a knock at the door, and
Stedd blew away a cloud of smoke as
be said, "Come In!"
The door not opening Immediately,

he rose, swearing beneath his breath
tbe trouble. He got half way across
tbe room before a slight tigure crossed
tbe threshold and a-tremulous voice

at

regno:
"I was told to couie In"—
"Yes."Stedd executed a bow, "Miss"—

"Peyton."

"Ah! Mr. Jones sent you?"
"Yes."
"Hue he told you what you are to
do?"
"Yes, sir. He said I was to stand In
a frame und personate 'Zulelka' (or a
Joke. I—be told me It was being done
to ridicule a friend of his out of some

morbid Idea."
"Yes; it Is all right. Mr. Jones happened to see you at your window and
was struck with your resemblance to
the picture. You are almost an exact
reproduction. We concocted this plan
In

to

order

friend."

have a

laugh

over

our

"So Mr. Jones said.
And—you will
pay me as soon as it is over?"
"Oh, yes! You said—Mr. Jones said
—your father was ill, unconscious?"
Her Up quivered suddenly.
"Ye·."
"It was solely on bis account that I

consented to

We are very poor.

come.

to

give
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from sick blood.
The fact that it is the best
preparation of Cod Liver Oil,
rich in nutrition, full of healthy
a

suggestion

as

it does what it does.
Scott's Emulsion presents
Cod Liver Oil at its best,
fullest in strength, least in
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why

taste.

their
teens are permanently cured
of the peculiar disease of the
blood which shows itself in
paleness, weakness and nervous-

w
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It is a true blood food and
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th«

picture
is on

the stairs.

"Say, Pybos, call a cab." Stedd whisit shamefacedly, pushing hlf
friend forward, and Pybus led the way
up. Miss Peyton followed.
"Do you mind," he asked deferential-

pered

after he had explained matters—
"will you stand here?"
Miss Peyton posed obediently against
the canvas, from which the "Portrait
of Zuleika" had disappeared. Her gray
draperies threw out the soft tints of
eyes and hair, and Pybus, lowering the
lamp on the mantel, left the room with
a lugubrious "perfect" on his lips. Soon
after, as be and Stedd stared reflectively from their hiding place behind the
stairs, McCuller passed them and went

ly

up the steps.

·······

McCuller threw himself Into a chair.
From the alcove where the frame
stood came subdued sighing, as of some
one in trouble.
"My very ears deceive me," McCuller
said Irritably. "Why on earth do these
hallucinations persecute me? Have I
daubed and striven for this, to degen-

erate at last into Insanity? No; I have
worked too steadily, brooded too much,
perhaps. Humanity Is not machinery,
however much we may try to identify
them. There is always the soul. Ah,
that's it! With these higher powers,
why might one not— Pshaw! I am
I need a tonic."
nervous, run down.
He strode toward the alcove and
flung aside the portieres. Miss Peyton's eyes met his dreamily a second;
then—
"You?"
"I."
They gazed at each other three minutes after that. Then the girl said:
"You have forgotten me, of course;
but, believe me, I would not have come
had 1 known."
McCuller tried in
"Who are you?"
vain to recall some incident connected
with the girl's face, but it eluded him.
"Dora Peyton. You helped me over
a crossing with my father a year ago.
It was raining"—
"Yes; I remember uow. Your father
was"—

She drew in her
"Not himself."
breath quickly. Then all at once she
gave him her hand. "Oh, I have never
forgotten! There were so many looking on and—laughing. They were all

unkind, but you"—

"Cleared the crossing and took you
McCuller
laughed lightly.
as a reward you have come
here to— What is it that you have

home,"
"Well,

come here fur, aud who told you to
come?"
He eald
"Your friend, Mr. Jones.
you were"—
"Insane?"
"No, morbid about 'Zulelka.' I was
to personate her—for money—but had
I known"—
"Were the- boys going to play a Joke
on me?
Well, you have spoiled 1L"

She sturted. "I did not think— Of
1 will not take the uiouey."
"Are you so much In need of

course

money?"

"Yes.
My father is lying at home
I had to come"— She
unconscious.

puused hopelessly.

"So it was your face that clung to
McCuller smiled. How utterly
me."
absurd that a factory girl leading
home her drunken father In the dead
of night, saved by him from being followed by a jeering mob—that this fuce
moment in tho gaslight
seen for a
should have formed hie conception of
"Zulelka." And the girl herself? lie
bad forgotten her entirely.
"You say you remember me?" he
asked curiously. "It was a year ago."
She only nodded. She did not My,
"Yes; I thought of you, dreamed of
amid
you as the one chivalrous hero
countless scores of ruffians whom I

"You will not think I meant to play
Joke on you?" she said anxiously,
laying great stress upon the "you."*
Then she looked at him with "Zulelka's" eyes and smiled at him with "ZuIelka'e" mouth. McCuller was morbid. He hud worked too ateudlly; h·
was run down and needed a tonic.
"If I let you go," he said Irrelevant"
ly, 'Zulelka' will seem more dead to
a

the reasons
why
Emulsion restores the strength
and flesh and color of good
health to those who suffer

stimulation is

him.
"It is tonight?" she asked In a resigned tone, nnd he nodded seriously.
"Yes. Can you go with us now?"
"Yes." She drew down her veil, adjusting her wraps, and they went down
smote

her.

Scott's

on

ended brokenly, "I could uot refus*"
"No." The affair seemed gradually
to be assuming tragic proportions. The
two men exchanged looka.
"We shall wait outside the studio to
hear the particulars of the Joke," Mid
Stedd half heartedly. It struck him aa
incongruous that this girl was to perpetrate It. Her face was too whit·,
and the strained expression in her eyes

knew."
Well, it was natural that she should
It was alio
have remembered him.
natural that he should have forgotten

Sick
Blood
Feed pale girls
Emulsion.
We do not need

I can't get anything for blm. and I an
afraid be will"—
She broke off abruptly. Stedd thought
she was going to cry.
"Mr. Jones offered m· to much." she

bottle «I

SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemist·,
409 Pearl St., New Yoik.

me

than ever."

α little grieved,
heartbroken way, "she Is dead."
"Are you Jealous of her?" be asked
reflectively, for her eyes had grown
quite wet.
"No." she said untruthfully, pushing
back her gold shot hair—"no; I am not
Jealous. She is dead."
"l'hat is true," he said. "Well, will
of 'Zulelyou let me love you instead
ka?·"
"If you wish It very much." she said,
letting him take her hands with an affectation of reluctance which pleased

"Well," she said In

McCuller greatly.
"So I have waked my 'Zulelka' after
all," he said Ave minutes later and
went to the head of the stairs and

oalled:

"Come up here, you traitors!"
They came up.
"Stedd, Pybus," then, turning to them,
"my future wife." And Pybus stammered something Incoherently, while
"
Stedd snld explosively, 'Hon my word,
McCuller, if you can original· noth-

ing else you

can

create α sensation."

Same OU Tklif.
Tom—Did you call on that pretty tel··

ephone girl?
Dick—Yes, but I

guess there was
another fellow there ahead of me, or
maybe it was only force of habit.
Tom—How do you mean?
Dick—My card came back with tke
message: "Busy. Please call agal·."—

Philadelphia

Press.

Bdyfal Ruktad.
Moke—I came to tola yo,'
ma'am, dat Lucy Brown, who does
lea be yo* yletlddy, aln' gwine lib oat no
mo', 'kase she married me today.
Mrs. Haoakeep--Indeed! Well?
Cicero

Cicero Moke—Well, I t'ought mebbe
yo' might let her do yo' washln'. I'm

t drummiu* up trude for her die mornPress.

In'.—Philadelphia

Buclcfleld.
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sesThe Maine Press Association held its Court of County Commissioners, December
«nil for
on
Hlon, A. D. 1903, bel<i at Pari·, within
fortieth annual meeting at Augusta
but
Tuesday
the
on
the said Count ν of Oxford,
Wednesday and Thursday of last week. of Decern Iter, A. D. 1902, being the 30th day of
said month.
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County Commissioners1 for the County
A. D.
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of Oxford, In the month of September,
years of age, as it was organized
at* provided bv law, made actual Inspection
are now
of 18fl4. Its
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)
the matter of
IEOBGE H. HERS Ε V, J In Bankruptcy.
at Buckfleld, Bankrupt. I
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the County of Oxford ami district
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that
Is
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that the drat
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Court
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at
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In
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ave their claims, appoint a trustee,
business
bankrupt, and transact such other
said meeting.
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louth Purls, Jiwi.24, 1903.
GEO. Λ. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
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Sometimes it seems almost impossible I
to pick up locals of interest to any one,
and last night after retiring I commenced to conjure for something for the
Democrat. This meant wakefulness of
course.
Finally, "tired nature's sweet
restorer" barring "balmy sleep," came
Then appeared the
as a partial relief.
All of a sudsame trouble in my sleep.
den I dreamed of a runaway, and somebody was thrown against a store in the
village, and methought I heard the unmistakable voice of the senior editor of
the Democrat. On hastening to the spot
I found an unknown and verdant youth.
I awoke.
Some people dislike very much to hear
people relate their dreams. I am one of
those. I am relating this. This makes
the difference.
Wm. Irish went to Auburn on busi-l
ness, and to visit a daughter Wednes- 1
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A whist party of five tables was given
by Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Haynes Friday

evening.

SOUTH PARIS.

Mrs. E. O. Jewell is visited by her
daughter, Mrs. Rice, and daughter of
Providence, R. I.
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Candlemas Day, and the sun is buried
deep enough in clouds to satisfy the
most superstitious.

to

RAIL WAT.

The subject at the I'niversalist church
next Sunday will be "The Story of Jonah
and the Whale."

Commencing Sept 1ft, laoi,
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A full rehearsal of Mizpah Assembly
will be held Thursday afternoon at ·'!

CHURCHES.

Rev. W.
Kl ret Congregational Church.
o'clock. Every one bo present.
Brooks. I>. D., pastor. Preaching services, 10 4j
«
and 7:00 p. M.; Sunday School 12 St.;
a.
The ladies of the Relief
invite
1* ». C. E· ate p. R.; Church prayer meeting
Τ .—lay evening at 7:30 o'clock. All, not oth< ,r- the Poet to meet with them at G. A. R.
wise connecte·!, are cordially Invited,
Hall on
at
seven
evening
victhodls* Church, Kev. A. W. l'ottle, Pastt
o'clock.
Sunday, morning prayer meeting, H.30
m
(reachingservice 10 :45 a. r.; Sabbath Scho L
S. Merrill wishes to thank his
p. >
: u., Κ ρ worth League Meeting, 6 15
;.lng prayer meeting 7 p. r.; prayer meetii ig kind friends of South Paris for their
lav evening, class meeting. Friday evenln κand financial aid in the reBaptist Churcn. Rev. H. 9. >tnkham, Pastt
cent loss of his cow.
service 10:45 a. r.; Sa
o· » ;ti iay,
* *·
>. nool vi R.. praver meeting 7 DO P.
mi
Rev. A. W. Pottle and Rev. A. A.
i.river meeting Tuesdav evening.
will exchange
next
l'olversalist Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Paste r
Mr. Pottle was pastor in OxPreai ; Ing service every Sunday at 2:30 p. R., 10 Sabbath.
Sew Hall. Sunday School at 3 30 p. H.
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Advertised letters in South Paris
ofiice Feb. 2:

Lo<lge, No. ;»4. Reguli i*
,-eilng Tuesday evening on or before full moo
.'.o. f.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular me< J
t
... T-.ursday evening of each week.—Auro:
ampment, tiret and thirl Monday evenlnj
A A

t

M.—Parts

..

h month.
.·' K.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, Ν
eets second and fourth Fridays of eat
m In odd Fellows' Hall.
\ R.—W. K. Kimball Poet, So. 14s, mee it
and third Saturday evenings of eat t·
.'.no. A. R. Hall.
Κ. Kimball Relief Corp» meets flr μ
Μ
-aturday evenings of each month, !
-.eft
!..
rp* Hall.
v·
: H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. t
>nland fourth Saturday, during tl
<·ι«
r of the year, meets every Saturday, I L
l,rati»'e llall.
w C.—Second and fourth Mondays < it
I
eii< h month.
s
Κ. ο. ρ—Stony Brook Lodge, So IS
.·, second and fourth
Wednesday evening
i.onth.
: P.—Hamlin Lodge, So, 31, meets evei
ar evening at Pythian Hall.
F
ern Wotxlmen of America.—South Par
M
meets second and fourth Tue
X«l
evenings in lïolden Cross Hall.
of

A.CPcrham.

Fir

Mr. E. Gllrnan.

>

The treasurer of the Methodist Society.
Mr. W. W. Payne, reports all bills and
expenses of the church paid to date.
with a small balance in the treasury,
The morning offering is sufficient to pay
all current expenses.
There will be a meeting of the general
committee for the Universalist fair at 2
ι*, m. Thursday at Engine House Hall.
At ;] ι». M. a meeting of the general committee and the chairmen of the several
sub-committees at the same place.

'j.

U". II. Cook of Lisbon was in tow

Friday.

Tl ere will be an assembly
Hail, Thursday evening, Feb. *>th.

at

Ne^

k

M:»» Kuth Tucker, who has spen
months in Boston ami Providence
Las returneil home.
me

Mrs. E. P. Parlin spent a few days ii
: tland last week, the guest of her sis
er. Mrs. Edgerley.

Miss Belle Goodwin, formerly of Pari*
now of Heading, Mass., is in town callinj :
on old friends and acquaintances.

post

Mrs. John Walker.
Mise Ellth Berrv.
Mr CUflon smith.

The Methodist

Sunday

School has now
Home Department
under the superintendence of Mrs. B.
Swett, also a Cradle Roll well under
way, and has recently organized a normal
class. Mrs. James Cumtuings, teacher.
a

well organized

people's
organized and is practicing regularly.

Obituary.

It is made up of Carl Brigtrs, Louis
Clark. Miss Sara Swett, and Miss Grace
Dean violins. Ralph Penfold cornet, and
Miss Ruby Clark piano. Mrs. Cora S.
Briggs is director. Rehearsals are held
every Wednesday evening. Good progress i^ being made.
Alton C. Wheeler wishes to explain
that he shall not appear on the proat the
pmmme of next Friday evening
Congregational vestry as advertised,
but that lie Κ not to be regarded on that

step-mother.
The men who will serve the chicken
pie supper at the Congregational vestry
W. S. Eaton, who lias been proprieto
are engaging poulr
of a half-interest in the Ideal Laundr next Friday evening
the dozen, and advertise to serve
for the past month, has sold to his part try by
After supt< > it Α. V. W.—all you want.
ncr. H. I). McAlister, and returned
per will occur the graduating exercises
Auburn.
Pooduck
from
of the infaut class
Representative Albert R. Hill ο Heights, with some of our best known
Paris
South
at
Saturday
was
Browntield
citizens, of various ages, in the role of
Mr. Hill will be a candidate for the He
infants. Some advertising matter has
publican nomination f«»r senator fro η been issued which contains pungent and
Oxford county next year.
pointed personal paragraphs pertaining
and is
The selectmen have made good prog to the prospective performers,
re
ress in the preparation of the town
close»
In the multiplicity of entertainments
port. The year's business was
Saturday night, and work on the priut just now. you must uot forget the comic
in»; of the report will begin early thii opera and laughable farce booked for
week.
New Hall. Thursday eveuing, Feb. 12.
event promises enjoyment
The February supper of the Universal This notable
in a two-fold sense—first, the delight of
i-.t Good Cheer Society will be held or
Aud on this point it i*
the 17th. The men will get up the en the occasion.
to say that the charge of the
sufficient
thai
understood
is
it
ami
tertainment,
of the opera is in tlie hands
tin· faree, "On His i.ast Legs," will bt presentation
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs, aud Mr. Geo. A.
of
the
of
feature
prolamine
the principal
Briggs. while A. D. Park looks after the
A benelit performance will be givei farce. On this occasion also Carl Briggs
here before long, for which Mrs. Cora S will trot out his "kids" for their first
"Tin
orchestra. Secas
Brings is -preparing the operetta.
i.< public appearance
ond the pleasure of assisting in a neigh- ;
Lottery Tickt t," and Albert D. Park
Woot
preparing the farce, "The Darkey set a.· borlv kindness, for the entire proceeds
The date has been
Dealer.-'
ire to l»e used in procuring an improved
Thursday, Feb. 12th.
artificial le<; for our worthy citizen, Herbert E. Perkins. There has beeu for
M: s. S. S to we observed the SSth an
some time in the hearts of our good citiAlon
birth
his
of
Saturday.
nivei try
assist Mr. Perkins in
a desire to
though not specially robust now. Mr zens
matter and the opportunity is now
Stowi· ^ets around very well considering this
menta
his
given them. It will be necessary to sell
his advanced years, and
obat least 3.V) tickets to accomplish the
faculties still remain good, and his in
will be
ject aimed at, and canvassers
variable good humor unimpaired.
around in hopes that some will purchase
So many ate of the supper served by
tickets who may not be able to attend.
Wednesl·.
the men at the Methodist vestry
Tickets will Ik? on sale at the store of
day evening that it was necessary to sel A. SliurtletKfc Co. on Feb.9th,at 10 A. M.
the tables a third time, and the number The price of the tickets will be 25 cents,
served w as not far from 170. The sup but there is no law that prevents any
al
oa
dollar
one
one from paying 50 cents or
per was highly complimented
sides. a short entertainment and a verj for a ticket."if he or she desires so to do.
him from buying an extra
or forbids
pleasant so< iul hour followed.
to give to those who can ill
Christian Endeavor Day was observe» ticket or two
afford to purchase one. Try this once,
at the ( >>ngregational church Sunday
out to be the
see if it does not turn
evening with a very pretty exercise enti and
It will
ever made.
tied. Decide To-day. Rev. F. E. New- best investment you
three fold iumake
enjoyment
address
short
your
port of Oxford nave a
tead of two fold.
The nuartette sang some very prettj
music. Λ beautiful duet was sung bi
A Good Thing Now for Gilead.
Messrs. Eaton and Dunn, also a pretti
solo was sung by M iss Wheeler, th*
with her
IN THAI
'liiartette singing at intervals
|»l*H· M1LI. TO HE lH'ILT
Quite a large audience was present am
TOWS.
it was a very helpful service.

j

]

|

hours.

The annual meeting of the Mount Mie
Association, owners of Odi
Fellows Block, was held Thursday a
the office of Hon. James S. Wright. Th
following officers were chosen:

Building

Plreetor·—George D. Robertson, Frank 11
Maxim, J. K. Murch.
Clerk aud Treasurer—W. L. Farrar.
1 he charge for use of the public hall wa
c
lixed at
per day, with a discount
M.oo when it is used more than on
night at a time, for home entertait
r«
nients; rehearsals, $1.00 if heat is
quired, 50 cents if no heat.

It is announced

given,

that^

a

to build a
company of men are plauuiug
has been
pulp mill at Gilead. A surveywood lam.
made, and control of sufficient
of
has been obtained to ensure a supply
The
wood for a long time to come.
have
to
mill, it is announced, is expected
tons of pulp
a capacity of about twenty
to 100
75
dailv, and will employ from
The location is on the opposite
men.
from the
side of the Androscoggin Hiver
from
Grand Trunk track, directly across
the suspension bridge. It is understood
so far
that the enterprise has progressed
that some of the contracts have already
in
been made, subject to cancellation
It is excase it should fall through.
work will be
pected, however, that the
done, aud that it will begin soon.
news to
Such an announcement is good
as
the people of this section in general,
iu parwell as to the people of Gilead
more
ticular. It indicates that a little
Anof the unused water povor on the
is to be developed, and in a

Mother Element In the Home
Μη». P. K. Wheel*
Mrs. Karnhai
skeu-h, A Mother'* Oream
Original Poem bv Mrs Abbott
Read by Mr*. 3. C. <>rdwa
Mrs. Annie Swei
•'•U-er, Mother's Work
Mr». Burnham an«l MtssTu'.nia
sknu.h. HI* Mother's Translation
M re. Chariee Edwanl

Paper, The
··■

in South Par
weeks. Besides tl
benelit entertainment of operetta ar
farce, which will be put on next wee
the drama "Messmates" 'is being r
hearsed by the high school graduatit
class, a drama is in preparation toi
given under the auspices of the Κ
bekalis, and the Good Cheer Society a
preparing for a farce for their Februa;
entertainment and a long play for th*
bazaar in March. South Paris dramal
talent is likely to be well brought ο
before the end of the season.

thing"

The following books have been add
to the Paris Public Library:
Thur-t
A Girl of Virginia

be

what appears
names of the

parties interested

The next monthly meeting of the \\
Τ. Γ. will be held at the home
W. Pott h
their president, Mrs. A.
I hursday, Feb. 12, when, after the regi
lar business, the following programui
wiil be carried out under the directio
of Mrs. Ε. E. Chapman:
Mi.sk·, Mr«. Geo Burn ham, M 1m .Jes«le To'ma

'"The play's the
for the next few

on

the
good authority, though
are not

Sea
None )>ut tbe Brave,
Garlai
Her Mountain Lover
Th·; ud, Old Story
Ολβιι W'm
The Virginian
Stewart Edward Wh
The Blaied Trail,
Fortune· of Oliver Horo,...K. Hopkins,>n Sml
Γ. Ma Hon Crawfo
M arietta,
Rich Harding Oa'
« apt. Macklln
Mu
Uncle Terry
Eva
A Sailor'* Log,
Under Dewey at Manila,
Stnttemeji
I'nder <Kla In the fhllli-plnes
The Gentleman From Indiana
Booth Tarklngl
Burne
The Method» of Lady W alderhum,
Chain I*
The Maid at Arms.
Francis Lyr
Th·· Helper»,
1
··
Master of Ai>pleby,
Wlllla
J. Oevelln. Bom
ElUa' eth Pul
Mr. Whitman.
W. D. How<
The Kllghtof Pony Baker,
··
··
A Boï's Tuwn
Robf. I.elghi
The Boyaof Wavernev,
KelU
Elijah
John Uooleoe'» Legacy
··
"
Child of the Island Glen
«
Charlie Bell,
ChurcJ OU.
Th· Celebrity

droscoggin

to an Oxway that will briug prosperity
ford County town.
C. K. Milliken of Portland is reported
in the
to be one of the leading spirits
I ortenterprise, and a number of other
interbe
land capitalists are also said to

ested.

Personal.
who

I

It is very doubtful which race flr^
skated, for traces have been fount
aiuoiiK prehistoric remains all ovei
northern Europe indicating that th<
art was practiced by primitive peoples
The Eskimo of the furthest north ar<
also found to be in possession of run
ners carved from whalebone.
Skating is mentioned by a Daniel
historian about 1134, and Fitzstephr
In his "History of London" says thai
in the twe.fth century young met
fastened the leg bones of nnimals un
der their feet by means of thongs li
Th'
order to slide along the ice.
statement is continued by the puir t
bone skates of the period now in tbt
British museum. It is likely, however
that these early Londoners got the
idea from Holland, probably via Liucolnshire, where skates have beeu
used cn the frozen feus from very remote times.

ORCKcim.
*·
^«oml <".ni:r»>(r*tlonal Church, l!ov. B.
Kl l«out, I'iisior
Preaching eervlic diin<U
Mon
10.ιΟ a.
Sabbath School, lii«>
Prayer Meeting ut 0:30; Social Meetlne. 7:15 '·
M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thurwii
evening; Y. P. 9. C. E. Meeting frlday evei
Ine 7 :30.
Cnlvereallst Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angel
Pn«tor. Preaching service on Sunday, at 10j ο
a.
Sabbath School, 12 m.; Y. P. C. I '·
meeting, 7 KX) P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. B. F. Flckett, Paeto rPreaching'orvlce, 10Λ« a. m.; Sabbath 8choo I,
12:00 m.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P. II

I

I

class mee
praver meeting, Tuesday evening;
lnij, Friday evening.
Baptist Church. Rev. E. 9. Cotton, Paeto j"
Preachlnir service, 10:80 a. m.; Sabbath Schoo
13.-00 M
Prayer Uectlng Sunday evening 7 P.

HTATF.I) MEETINGS.
F. Α Λ. M. Reeular meetlne of Oxford Lodari ι,
Masonic
In
Hall, Friday Evening on c !
So. 1»,
Itefore full iroon. Oxford Royal Arch Chaptei
No. 2t·. a»cemblcs Wednesday Evening, on ο r
before full moon. Oxf»rd Council, R. A S. M
Friday evenlnir, after full moon. Oxford LodR< ;·
No. I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening afte r
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetln t
In Odd Fellows' flail, every Tueeday Evenlni
Wlldcy Encampment, No. 21, meets In Od 1
Fellows'Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Ever
lngs of each month. Mt. Hope llebekah Lodgi ι,1
No. 58, meets on llret and third Friday of eac
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Rloc t
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noye
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of eac
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., secom ι
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second am I
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hal!
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets li
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tueeday Evenlnj
of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mor
_

Piiul the Tyrant.

_

formerly

evening.

U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 109, meet
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of eacl
month.
U. O. G. C·—Norway Commandery, No. 24.
meets second aud fourth Thursday evenings ο
each month

James L. DeMerritt.
held a
lived in Peru and who recently
at Romford
position on the police force
Falls, has gone to Boston to live, having
on
bceu assigned a place as motorman
Boston
of the surface lines of the
one
two
For the past
Elevated Railway.
on one of
months he has been on duty
with
the roads that connect Boston
Brookline, Brighton and Allston.

proprietor of th<
laundry, is pushing hit

Π. 1). McAlister,

This week h<
business to the front.
came out with a new covered businesi
sleiuh. Very attractive indeed.
The annual meeting of the Ark Mari
nors Lodge, No. 1, was held at Masonic
Hall Monday evening. After the work
of thi
oil eight candidates, reports
various officers and election of officer?
hall
for
a large
the
supper was served in
number. The officers are as follows:

f&W

tions.

A Certain Care for Chilblains.
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease,
powder. It cures Chilblains, Frostbites, Damj
sweating, Swollen feet. At all Druggists an
Shoe Stores, 26c.

I

j JJB.

H. P.

JONES,

LUCIUS C. BATES, late of Sumner, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Lewis C. Bates, the executor therein named.
8ARAH K. CROCKETT, late of Parts, de
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
resented by Eliza Π. Moore, the executrix thereη named.
PETER N*. HASKELL, late of Waterford,
deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof presented by Joseph B. Ilaskell, the executor

f>

from.
Now is the time to

CHARLES L. BLACK, late of Canton, de.
cea«ed. First account presented for allowance
by John P. Svrasey, administrator.
convey

guardian.

Keeping constantly nt It 1*
key to nncreNNfnl ailvertlxinc.
cannot

You

spurt much and

well in the long run as a business that follows a course mapped out for it and keeps increas-

ing its advertising
ness

mum

as

the busi-

demands it until the maxiThere is a
is reached.

maximum for a small business
which it is not economy
Bruokline
policy to go.
—

Chronicle.

far!*, .Ian. 27. to the wife of Mark
NI*fcon>*n, Jr., a eon.
In Sewry, Jan. lu, to the wife of Herbert Jacks-n. a daughter.
In North Newry. Jan. 24, to the wife of John
Κ Mor-e, a'laughter.
In lîumford Kails, Jan. 20. to the wife of Israel
Α. Hnrlrk, a daughter—Helen I'ratt.
In Green wool, Jan. 7, to the wife of W. C.
Cross, a daughter.
In South I'.ethel, Jan. 24, to the wife of Chas.
Farnham, a eon.
In West

Argus

1803--1903.

Daily and Weekly.

With the coming year the Eastern Argue
rouml out a century of faithful, honorable
progressive service ami will take rank with
of
«elect few centenarian newspapers

will
and
the
the

country. This event will be recognize·! by
further Improvement» In mechanical equipment
ami Increase o. news gathering facilities, thus
maintaining ami strengthening the position the
Argue has attained among the leading newspapers of New Kngland.
The chief Maine exponent and champion of
Jeflcrsonlan Democracy, the Argue Is broad In
Its Views, fair In tone, clean In character and
universal In In scope of Information. For these
ami other reasons this old "stand-by" of Maine
Democracy ami upholder of Maine Interests of
all kinds, Is dally welcomed in thousands of
Maine homes, while the sphere of Its Influence
In all Its varied dela constantly extending.
partinents the Ar^us for the coining year will 1κ·
abreast of the times. Its general news service
will Include tho fullest telegraphic, and cable
dl-patches. presenting In well-arranged form all
Maine news and
the world's news of the day.
Maine Interests, will, as heretofore, receive
spécial attention, for the Argus is, flrst of all.

I

Leighton

The catalogue for Bowdoin Colleg
Osborne P. Creamer, aged 28, was
drowned on his way from Dutch Neck for 1902-11Ό3, just issued, shows a tola
number 27
to work at the ship yard at Waldoboro enrollment of 301, of which
Wednesday. He left home before light are in the academic department. Ther
and in the darkness skated into an open- are 03 Seniors, 00 Juniors, 03Sophomoret
Students
ing in the ice. He sank before assistance 07 Freshmen, and 22 Special
could reach him. He had been recently The enrollment shows a gain of 21 stu
dents in the college over the previou
married.

done;
faithfulnessduty hie

Patient

of life has

crown

For Sale!

The Τ, M. Crocker Homestead

on

Paris Hill.

purchase

BRANCH OF THE

Aachen & Munich Fire

Insurance Co.
ASSETS

DEC.

31,

Stocks and Bonds............
Ca«h In Office and Bank.....
Bills Kccelvable.......
Agents' Balances
All other assets,

1902.
......

$ 737,530 0

147,432 8
1,378 7
152,541 U
600 1

.........

Gross assets, .....................$1,039,483 7
3,938 fl
Deduct Items not admitted,

Admitted assets

Eastern Argus Pub.Co.,
99 Exchange St.,

$1,035,545 7

MAINE

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

In order to close the estate, this valuable prop
erty Is offered for sale and will be sold at a
bargain. The house Is two story, well adapteil
for two families and In fair state of repair. Ad
jolnlug this, a large barn. The lot contains three
and one-half acres, anil on this Is a One orchard
This Is a rare chance to secure a most deslrabU
money cat
homestead. Part of the
remain on mortgage, if desired.
\lso a small garden lot nearly onposlte th<
home tead. Also one undivided half of the F
M. Cooper pasture, containing 75 acres more οι
less.
For particulars and terms inquire of
WILSON Λ UBaY, South Paris.
U. S.

TERMS.
Dally Argus Is sent for 50 cents per month
or #(i.on i»er year In advance, and ti.00 at the
end of the year, free of postage.
Th·
Weekly Anru·., INCLUDING THF
SATURDAY EDITION, is sent at these rates
One copy, one year, free of postage, $1.50 in ad
Clubs o!
Vance or I'J.OO at the end of the year.
5, free of postage, |5.uo in advance.
Tlie

PORTLAND,

Optician.

LowestPrices inOxfordGoiintv
NORWAY, MAINE.

...

J.

Co., Agents,

Oculist,

a

dozen other

style· from ftOc to f'J.

style* from I'J l-2c up.

Many other style· from
lik up.

New Spring Waistings.
White Mercerized Madras, very

waists,

pretty

and Imitation Silk

Stripe Muslin

Lace

Waist Patterns in
50c.

Gingham

We have a new line of Silk
colors and white, per yard,

and

for
37 1 4c.

stylish

Gingham,

'2.1c.

yard

per

THOMAS SMILEY,

Legislative Notice.

Notice.

The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
will hold hearings In their room, No. 39, at the
.State House, as follows :
Feb. 12th, at 2 P. M., on petition of 11. R. Godwin ami 63 others, citizens of the towns of
Bethel, Newry, Hanover, Grafton ami Upton,
ami Riley Plantation, In the County of Oxford,
that the bounty on bears be restored.

Telephone ll'i-4.

MAINS).

NORWAY,

Money Savins,

Stock Reducing: Sale.
Overcoats.

and

pride ourselves in bein^ able
That
tomers each recurring season.
our prices at this season of the year.
We

to

we

to our cuspresent fresh stocks of ^oods
make great reductions in
may do this we

Our Men's, Youths' and Boys' Suits and Overcoats
we have marked way down,

of

Legi.lativeil at there will be

Suits

1

Feb. 12, at 2 P. it., on petition of the selectmen
RoxByron, and 3# others, citizens of ll\ ron,
liurv, Andover ami other towns In Oxford
and
wildcats
bears
on
that
the
bounty
Couiity,
be restored.
H. A. FIR HUSH, Secretary.

STORES.

BLUE

I

hearInland Fisheries
a

Notice Is hereby given
ing before the Committee on
and Game in the Hall of Representatives on
Wednesday, Fi b. 4th. 1!»0, at 2 I'. M., to inquire
Into the expediency of enacting a license law
for ηοη-renldeiH huuters.
HARRY A. FUUIiUSH, Secretary.
Augusta, Jan. 15,1903.

so

same

44

44

44

44

10.

44

$7.50

44

proportion.

S.

and

Odd Trousers we have marked
Ulsters, Iteefers, Work Coats, Underwear and
low you get all the profit.
A FEW FUH COATS AT COST.

NORWAY.

PARIS.

SOUTH

CO.,

NOYES

H.

F.

<αααλλλλλλλa

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SIIURTLEFF & CO.

Just Received another lot of that

SOAP

CASTILE

GREEN

which has been in

so

much demand for the past

2 or

3 years.

Olive Oil.
This soap is imported
Italy and is made from Pure
The low
be found.
It is the purest and best soap for all purposes that can
use.
to
at which we are selling it makes it a very economical soap

price

from

5, 10, 20 and 35

cents

bar.

a

At the Pharmacy of

A. SHURTLEFF

F.

WatnaonaJker's

Beginning

SOUTH

CASTORIA for infants and Ch3drsfk
liu Kind You Have Aiwais Bought

would refuse to let go of η dollar if they knew positively that
it would bring back two Is as-

tonishing. Such men merely exist. They don't live. They never
really amount to anything.
The men who win are the men

CO.,

&

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

The number of men who fail
ou accouut of lack of courage
is enormous. The number who

Bears the

~

gTre Ua/jffîfâ&u

Νρ"ΪΓ February Sale

who think out the right course
to pursue and then back up their
convictions with their last penny
and their last ounce of energy.

at J. F.

The first Roods John Wanamaker ever sold brought him
$35. He delivered his goods
In a wheelbarrow. He col-

lected the 135 and went directly to a newspaper office
and planked It down for advertising space.

Plummer's.

These Ferbuary Bargains

Some men would have spent
$1.50 for some cheap dodgers and
"saved" the rest. They would

Men's Suits

wheelbarrow merchants today.—Shoe and Leather
have

PARIS, MAINE.

been

Boys'

Facts.

doing
If Winaraakrr
baslnem· here, be wonld adwere

are

only possible

at our

$3.98,4.50,7.50,10.00.
Worth

$5.00

Suits $1.95 to 3.75.

Worth $10

Phoenix Insurance Co.,
OF HARTFORD, CON».,

On the 1st

day of January,

1903·

to select

Many lines

Whether there
below

are

few

from, containing

or

one

THE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY ARE AS FOLLOW·
Caeh on Hand, In Bank, and with
$1,076,018 71
Agents
11,600 01
State Stocke and Bond*
583,4Λ0 ft
Stocks
Bank
Hartford
471,637 ft
Mlscell tneous Bank Stock·,......
699,962 Si
and Bonds.......
Corporation Stocks
"
·'
"
2,768.868 71
Railroad
303,696 Οι
County, City and Water Bonds,
415,696 3
Ileal Estate,
84,000 0
Loans on Collateral,
88,036 71
Real Estate
...

44,6981

$6,497,612

Total Cash Assets
LIABILITIES.

Cash Capital
Reserve for Outstanding Losses,
Reserve for Re-Insurance,
Reserve for all other Claims

LlablUtles,
Net 8urplus,

....

128,045 0
1,887,928 2

$6,497/1121

Total Assets

SKILTON, President.
EDWARD M1LLIGAN, Secretary.
D. W. C.

State of Connecticut,
{
County of Hartford,
Hartfobd, January 8th, 1908.
W.
C. Skllton, Pre*
D.
Personally appeared
of sat
dent, and Edward MIMgan, Secretary, oath
t
made
and
Insurance
Phœnlx
Company,
the truth of the foregoing Statement, by thei
subscribed, according to their best knowledj
and belief.
Before me,
EDWARD B. COOK, Notary Public.
i A„_t
Frbeland Howe, Norway,
^

j

ArthurE. Morrison, Rumfonl Falls, j

to

5.00.

to 12.00.

Overcoat up.

named means a cut way
many the price
and in some cases below the actual

possible profit paying,

Men's Winter Overshirts 39 to 75c.

Worth 50c. to $1.00.

at our expense.
Take advantage of this sale and grow rich
sale and show you
this
see
to
during
be
you
We shall
pleased

what

we are

doing.

I

$$>000,000 0
896,429 6
2,835,214 3

and

16.00.

cost.

The Capital Stock of the Company, which le al
paid In, Is $2,000,000.00.

Loans on
Accumulated Interest and Rents,

Suit/ir

Store.

to

Worth $3.50

Men's Overcoats $7.50 to 9.00.

vertise In thla paper.

_.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas, George W. Uldion of Paris, BenJ. 1
RoweofPeru, Wm. D. Irish of Hartford an
(
John L. Howard of Mexico, ail of the County
Oxford and State of Matne, by their mortgaf
169
A.
D.
of
January,
deed dated the 9th day
and recorded in the Oxford Registry of Deed
book 2S2, pige 382, conveved to me, the unde
I
signed, a certain parcel oit real estate situate <
In the County of Oxford and State

$12.

Suits and Overcoats,

$i6, $15, $14

$12, $13
$10
Cheaper grades jn the

STATEMENT OF ΤΠΕ

NOTICE.
The subscriber horebv gives notice that he ha
l>ccn duly
appointed administrator of th
estate of
LEONARD HARDY, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and give
bonds as the law directs. All persons havln
demands against the estate of said deceased ai
desired to present tho same for settlement, an
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pa]
ment Immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
Jan. 20th, 1903.

Peru,
Maine, and hounded and described as follow
Beginning at the northeast corner of my orchai
as sa
at a certain post, being the corner post
orchard is now fenced ; thence nearly south by
standli
tree
spotted,
straight line with a birch
stream to tl
$ 853,230 (
Total
on the south bank of 8pears
200,000 (
center of said stream ; thence about northeaster
Cash Capital
182,3151
■'own the center of said stream to the mouth
Surplus over all liabilities,
a small brook a few rods below the Demer
$1,035,545
brick yard ; thence about a northwest course t
Total liabilities and surplus
said brook to a poplar tree spotted, on easter
bank of said brook, said last line to Include
W. Wheeler &
recti
of aald brook and the right of flowage by e
to
South Paris, Maine.
a dam to raise the water in said brook
commodate the brick yard below; thence neat
tr
a
line
to
cherry
a
on
straight
westerly
DR. AUSTIN TENNEY,
spotted, standing at the edge of the wood
thence bearing a little sonth on a straight II
t
to the flrst mentioned bound, together with
brick yard on said land, and all buildings ai
a
In
connection
therewith;
used
implements
has be
Will be at
I whreas the condition of said mortgage
! broken, now therefore, by reason of the brea
of the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure
KLM HOUSE, NORWAY, Thursday, Feb. ', said mortgage.
1 Dated Peru, Me., Jan 19,1903.
Office Hours : 10 JO A. M. to 8 p. M.
FRANK DaMERRITT
I
KjT·· Examined Free.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1902.
t 79,359 4
unpaid losses,
539,283 ί
Unearned Premiums
34,587 i
.·...
other
liabilities,
All

Net

are:

ONE LOT DRAWERS,
of fine muslin, extra wide
umbrella ruflie, two rows
lace insertion, two clusters
tucks, .'S-inch lace bow knot
ttUc.
pattern,

ever

small amount of money.

In South Paris, Feb. 1, Mrs. C. H. bunt.
In South Paris, Jan. 27, Daniel W. Lord, age<l
48 years.
In Browntleld, Jan. ;2, Mrs. B. A. Peabody,
aged 62 years.
In New Dorchester, Mae»., Jan. 25. Francis S.
Pars ns, formerly of Norway, aged 6t> years, 4
months, 36 day*.
In National Veterans' Home, Toirus, Jan. 17.
l-alah V. Penley of Norway, aged 75 years, »
months, 2s days.
In Blddefuid, Jan. 21, Dr. John Lord, a native
I of Porter, aged 59 years, t: months, 26 days.
In West sumner, Jan 20, James J. Abbott,
I aged 78 ) ears.
In Sumner, Jan. 25, Larnard Farrar, aged 79
years, 12 davs.
Another of earth's tollers gone on before.
Through the vale of mystery to the silent un.
known shore.
In his humble station his work has been well

Other

Maine newspaper for Maine people, and devoted to Maine Interests of every description
Throughout the coming year It will keep its
readers In closer touch with State and local In-

WEEKLY ARGUS.

Died.

Values

ONE LOT CORSET COVERS, French style, of good
material, lace trimmed, like
25c
cut,

a

terest* than

new.

ONE LOT SKIRTS, of good cambric, 20-inch
flounce, three rows lace insertion with muslin between edged with 4-iuch lace, bow knot pattern,
91.25
wide dust rutile, well made,

Notice.

before, covering the legislative
proceedings with full and careful reports, while
Married.
all the special features that have helped to make
the Argus one of the best of New Kngland famIn Parle. Jan. 27, by Rev. H. H Bishop, Mr. llv papers, will be further developed and ImForrle Everett and Mips Einma J. Coffren, both proved.
of Paris.
In West Peru. Jan. 25. Mr. Henrv «). Hussey
ami Ml<s Fthcl M. Packard, both of Peru.
In Bethel, Jun. 14, by Rev. C. Ν Uleason, Mr
John F. Coolldge ami Mrs. Etta Burge 8, both
The Wecklv Argus will keep up Its old-tlim
oi Bethel.
reputation as a fandly newspaper, covering tin
In Waltham, Ma«« Jan. 7, Mr. Chas. H. Wis- n»-ws of the State and giving careful attention t<
well, formerly of Fryeburg Center, and Miss its markets and ship news reports. Subscriber»·
Loul«e Stone of Waithain.
to the Weeklv Argm are entitled to the Saturday
In Hurilson, Jan. 20, by Rev. Ε. Z. Whitman, edition of the Dally Argus. This practical!)
Mr Edmund E. Holt nf Bcthe antl Mrs. Cynthia makes the Wecklv a semi-Weekly and glvet
Ε. H. Caswell of Portland.
the subscriber a large volume of news for a

j

while it is fresh and

buy,

More than

NOTICES.'

Legislative

Our columns furnish the key
to successful advertising In
this community.

Eastern

select

to

—

beyond
or

than

ONE LOT GOWN'S, of good quality cambric,
hemstitched tucks, Hamburg trimmed like cut, good
59c.
length and well made,

Committee on Judiciary will give a public
healing In Its room at the .State House In
re assignment,— Thursday, Feb. 12,
Augusta.
11*0, at two o'clock 1*. M. No. 62. On an act to
and the transregulate the practice of embalming
portatlon of dead bodies of persons who have
lied from Infectlou» diseases.
Tuesday, Feb. 10,1!*0. at 2 o'clock r. M. No. 7'!.
In an act to abolish Fatt Day and Institute 1
Patriots' Day.
MORRILL N. DREW, Secretary.
The

who

prettier

for you

ever

Special

A Few of the

ADDI-SON E. IIKRRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

win. A business career that goes
by fits and starts will not pay so

woman

very reasonable this year.

are

EDITH R.
Petition for
presented

CLARINDA M. HOOPER, lite of Buckfleld,
leseased. Petition that license be granted to
Virgil P. UcCoster, executor, to convey real
estate and distribute the proceeds, presented by
Edith B. DcCocter et al, heirs at law.

tlie

It Is

Born.

Prices

line than

larger

a

real estate

hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
of Jan.,In the y ear of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and three, the following matter having
been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obi>ekeu :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Carls, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Parts, on the
third Tuesday of March, A. D.19U3, at nlneof the
clock In the forenoon, and be hear t thereon If
they see cause :

try.

Bulletin S7 will bo sent free to all residents of Maine who apply to the Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
In writing please mention this paper.

We have

deceased.
by Albro

MARY A. WALTON, late of Peru, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by C. M. Thompson, administrator.

before."

To all persons Interested In either of the estates

KxpeuNive llenilitear.
Father (examining his sou's expense
account at college)—Young man, what
do you mean by charging up half a
dozen bottles of whisky to wearing apparel during last term?
Son—Oh, that's all right; I used that
stuff for nightcaps.—Town and Coun-

The Maine Experiment Station is now
mailing Bulletin No. 87 which contains
notes upon the common insecticides
sold in Maine in 1002: upon the use of
Bordeaux mixture in 1902; the results of
field experiments with potatoes comparing Paris greon, Bug Death and Arsenate
of Lead; jind also a description of Oat
Smut and its treatment.

Our Sale is a great success.
Every
sees our Muslin Underwear says, "It's

ADDISON E. IIKRRICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest:—
ALBERT D. PARK, Keirfeter.

contiding, and some are even bold.
Go and study them if you are an unbeliever, and you shall find that many
things that we call human traits be
long in almost equal proportions to
plants and animals."

Fungicides.

UNDERWEAR!

MUSLIN

NANCY H. POTTLE, late of Lovell, deceased. Final account presented for allowance by
John G. Hamblen, executor.'

are

Potato Insecticides and

St., Norway, Maine.

01 Main

ALGERNON G. WALKER, late of Love», de
First and llnal ami private account
ceased.
presented for allowance by Amelia T. Walker,
executrix.

1'annien.

not enough to be industrious;
so are the nuts.
What are you industrious about .'—Tlioreau.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &Mee.tucker

ALBERT O. JORDAN, ward, of Albany.
First sccount presented for allowance by Thomas
O. Jordan, guardian.

GRACE L. PACKARD and
PACKARD, wards, of Hebron.

"As for pansies, every one you pick
shall have a different character. Some
are perverse, like bashful babies, and
will not look you in the face. Some

Her Feur.

I SHALL CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK
STREET
STABLE AND
OF WINTER
LOW PRICES.
BLANKETS AT VERY

ever

PROBATE

The Bore—I'm not feeling at all well
this evening.
Tlie Belle—I hope It's not u lingering
Illucss.—Kansas City Independent.

Buy

Λ|,ΰΟΠ

ν/Πβαρ.

Horse Blanket

a

JENNETTE L. AT WOOD, late of Buckfleld,
deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof presented by George M. Atwood et al, the
executors therein named.

ELLEN A. CHASE, late of Parts,
Final account presented for allowance
E. Chase, executor.

MAINE.

Now is the time to

therein named.

'lcense to sell and
by Fred Packard,

Spelling.
The teacher of a country school was
"hearing" her spelling class recite.
She had just "given out" the word
"Aaron," which, according to her instruction, had been spelled in this
fashion: "Big A, little a, r-o-n."
The next word was "gallery." The
pupil said:
"U-a-1, gal—g-a-1, gal," two or three
times and halted.
Then, after hard
thought, he added:
"Big gal, little gal, e-r-y, gallery."—
New York Times.

The most important change noted i
NEARLY FORFEITS HIS LIFE.
the
Not the Only One.
catalogue of 1002-1903 is in the stat<
almost
fatally,
ending
A runaway
ment
of
J.
concerning admission to the colleg
the
on
ulcer
horrible
leg
started a
Editor Democrat:
four
in
For
both
111.
regard to the subjects in whic
correspondent
Woodfords
Franklin
Grove,
the
B. Orner,
From
that a
and all reme- examinations are held, and in the term
doctors
all
defied
it
of the Portland Press we read
years
with the dies. Bucklen'e Arnica Salve had no of admission. At the meeting of th
Mrs. Rollins is now connected
and
in June last, the requirement c
undertaking tirm of Hay & Webb, un- trouble to cure him. Equally good for Boards
Piles. Greek for the degee of A. B. was abo
woman
Burns, Bruises, Skin Eruptions and
as far as known is the only
Allow
as a result of this, Englisl
25c. at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'·, South ished. And,
dertaker in the State of Maine.
Greek, Latin, Mathematics, French, Ge:
Democrat, to all Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
ue to sav through the
and Histor
a
man, Chemistry, Physics,
interested, that we have in our village
CIRCUMSTANCE.
Ancient and Modern) may be offe
Miss Grace
MYSTERIOUS
undertaker,
(both
woman
voung
fulfillment of the entrance requir
in that voca
One was pale and sallow and the other ed in
Τ haver, who is a proficient
Aa
and the value of the work
difference?
the
ments,
Whence
extensive
au
and
fresh
has
and
rosy.
tion
P™*™;
on a system of points which
skillful.
She who is blushing with health uses graded
an embalmer she is unusually
the same as that adopted ι
O. O·
Dr. King's New Life Pills to maintain it. practically
of the Association
organs they the last meeting
South Palis.
By gently arousing the lazyhead
off con- Colleges and Preparatory Schools
and
digestion
good
compel
a Fairfieh
F. Maine. Twenty-six points are necessai
A correspondent tells of
stipation. Try them. Only 25c. at
"Ό™ *>'
of which number 20 a
boy who was just getting upthe doctoi A. Shurtleff A Co.'s, South Paris; for admission,
elective.
six
after
and
and
who,
fever
required
phoid
Noyea Drug Store, Norway.
was allowed U
hail said "no solid food,"
ant
for supper
Card of Thanks.
eat three plates of beans
In Milbridge there formerly lived ι
«
meat
the next day potatoes and
Bkyant Pond, Jan. 20, 1903.
old sea captain. Serious and reflectiv
j
chut
the
If
was in<
the result is much worse.
We, the undersigned, through the his deliberation of character
is the oik ,
dies why of course the doctor
medium of the Democrat, desire to ex- cated by a certain methodical slowne
his dea
of
for
theii
the
friends
day
of movement. On
to blame.
tend our thanks to our
when our house was burned. a woman from another part of the tov
help
timely
,
will be at th
erran
Dr. Tenney, oculist,
Also for the generous spirit they have called in at the drug store on an
"
tell me Cap'n Blank is dead,1' s
since the fire.
Elm House Tuesday of next
•'They
displayed
column
Mb. R. C. Davis,
tke his office hours in another
announced. "Yes, Capt. Blank is dear!
Mbs. R. C. Davis,
said the clerk. "Well, didn't he c iie
)
a
offered
been
has
Auburn
Mrs. S. C. Davis,
rather sudden for him?" asked t lie
the usual coudi
under
ι woman in all seriousness.
Mies Emma J. Davis.
Carnegie library,
I

*eek'lll„

Many School Children are Sickly.
Mother Grav's Sweet Powders for Chlldrei
used by Motner Gray, a nurse In Children'
Home, New York, break up Colds In 24 bouri
cure h everltbnese, Headache, Stomach Trouble·
Teething 1)1*orders, and Destroy Worms. A
At
all Druggists, 25c. Sample mal lei I FREE.
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.

Phonetic

Venerable Patriarch— MlKirt J. Stearns,
.xrk Master—Blal F. Bradbury.
Ark Mate-Thaddeus Cross.
Sécrétai y—Morton L Kimball.
Treasurer—Cha·". H. Adams.
Tyler—Vivian W. Htlls.

year.

>

PROBATE NOTICE·.

To all persons Interested In either of the Estata
hereinafter named :
▲I a Probate Court, held at Part·· Id an<
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday ο
January, In the year of oar Lord one thonaan'
nine hundred and three. The following matte:
having been presented for the action theraopoi
hereinafter Indicated. It la hereby Obdiiid:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested, by causing a copy of this order to tx
the Ox
published three weeks successively In at
Soutl
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to Be held at Parts, on the
third Tuesday of Feb., ▲. D. 1903, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon II
they see cause.

wait awhile."
Next day the aid-de-camp was on
his way to the mines of Siberia.

j

Store,

A.W. GLEASON,

Notarv Public
J
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally and ad
surfaces t
blood
And
mocons
on
th
directly
the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHEN Κ Y A CO.. Toledo, C
4®-Sold by Druggist», 75c.
Halt's Family Pills are the best.

liaising his voice, the aid-de-camp
suid, "I aui glad that your majesty's
hearing is so much improved!"
"Ah, that's It, ehV" chuckled the
czar, und tnen added, "Say it once
more."
The aid-de-camp repeated the words,
whereupon i aul I. thundered, "So you
dare to make fun of me, do you? Just

Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodee, No. 177, meets li
New G. A. R. Hall, on the tlrst and third Wed
nesdav evenings of each month
Ο U. A. >1.—Norway and South Parle Council
No. 10. meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesda;

Died very suddenly of heart failure.
Jan. 12th, Mrs. Lucy, wife of M. E.
Wentworth of Denmark, aged ">7 years,
Hon. John A. Roberts was at Augusta
three months, ten days. Funeral services were held at the Methodist church, this week where he spoke before the
East Denmark. Interment in the ceme- committee hearing the matter of emdirection
tery on the South road in Denmark. ploying a dairy expert under
She leaves a husband, two sons, May- >f the commissioner of agriculture.
nard and Carroll L. Wentworth. She1 Fiank Π. Noyes, one of the directors of
Kebekali Lodge ·' ihe Norway Savings Bank, represented
was a member of Silver
of Denmark. She was well known and :he bank, at the committee hearing, in
1
had many friends in her own and adjoin- favor of a reduction of taxation on savmissed
be
She
will
towns.
sadly
ing
Dgs banks.
William II. Whitcomb of Philadelphia
by her many friends. She was one
whose motives were pure anil helpful. ■aine to town the first of the week on a
her self-respect was intense. She was justness trip.
News was received the first of the
ever ready to forgive a wrong when con-1
vinced it was not intended. Sincere her- iveek of the death of Francis S. Parsons,
self, she looked for sincerity in others; .on of Jacob and Nancy Parsons, and
il ways generous, helpful, unaffected, re- •rother of John W. Parsons of this place.
joiced in the happiness and prosperity of !Ie was born on the old Parsons home·
thers. She was always sensible of the itead on Pike's Hill Aug. 30, 1830, and
t'ulue of human love, whose heart was ( lied at New Dorchester, Mass., Sunday,
easily touched by the sorrows of others, Ian. 25, 1SKK5. After a long service,
ind whose friendship held fast at all < hirty years, with the South Boston lire
i
rim*»»
lepartment, where he was driver for a
For her there was no greater pleasure ] look and ladder truck, he was retired
tlian to be in her home with her family ibout two years ago with half pay or on
she loved so well, iler life is ended, she ; pension. Although for years away
lias pone from the cares and trials of | rom Norway he returned annually to
this life, to the crowning glories of a ] .αν il visit to his manv friends. He was
brighter and better world than this. ; member of Tremont Lodge, I. 0. O. F.,
she was a devoted, affectionate wife and , if Boston. He also held membership
mother, a loyal and unflinching friend, j η the Grand Lodge and Grand Encampami her memory will long live in the ι ncnt of Massachusetts. Funeral services
voie held at his late residence at New
hearts of those who knew her best.
Standing in the midst of the living, we j )orchester on Wednesday last.
know not why this untimely summons,
Andrew Jackson of liethel was in
hut, with the poet, let us believe that—
fudge Davis' court Wednesday on ata
drove
» barge of cruelty to horses he
W.· nil shortly know that 'enxthene·! breath
In not the nw cte-t iftft Goil (five* HI» frUn'l,
lie Bethel fair last fall. The delay in
tidllMMMliMinbitbltfiil of death
lis arraignment was caused by his escape
onccal* the fa Iront boon UK love rau newl.
heart!
| rom the officers some time since. Deputy
Hat no. to av; then lie content.
unioM
an·)
white,
;
like
Uo'lN plan-,
lilies, pure
has been working up the
> her iff Cross
ι· must not t··»·· the close shut leaves apart;
located
* ase for some time aud recently
Time will reveal the calyxes of (toM.
lackson in a lumber camp with the re\ tut If, through patient toll, we reach the 1an<l
Λ here tire·! feet, with ,-au'laln loone. inav rent,
ult as stated, lie appealed from a sent'ticn we shall clearlv know ami umlcr-tanri,
I euce of ?10 and costs to the March term
I think, that we will say, "liml knew bent
< if the Supreme Judicial Court.
A Loving Kkiknd.
Randall O. Porter lias gone to Hoston
In the Superior Court of Cumberland vhere he has a position on the electric
on the Norciunty at Portland, Tuesday, Charles S. , ailroad. He has worked
>\vett, tlie proprietor of Swett's Hotel, va.v and Paris line.
Edwin S. Cummings, of the firm of C.
I·.iid a tine of $400 and costs in a
nuisance case. After he had paid his J. Cummiugs Λ Sons, was in Augusta
line Judge Bonney informed Swett that | his week on business.
if he ever came up in this court again on
Mrs. C. A. Stephens of this place was
liquor complaints he should impose a me of the speakers at the Maine Federalier
jail sentence without fail, and that no | ion of Women's Clubs at Augusta.
should ever he accepted object was "What a Country Club Can
more money
from Swett in liquor cases. William ] Do."
The W. C. T. U. held a supper and
>'Connor paid a line of 8200 and costs ou
Hall Thursday
t liquor case and James S. Forzolie $>00
ipron sale at Concert
and costs on a similar charge. Morris ( iveuing. It was the anuual meeting and
Taylor of Boston, paid a fine of $250 and , ale. The supper was a most a elaborate
Taylor ; iffair while the apron sale was financial
osts for receiving stolen goods.
was connected with the Yarmouth mill ι. uccess.
Mrs. C. I). Ilerrick was taken to the
larceny case.
'entrai Maine General Hospital at Lew!
the
popu- ston the first of the week.
N"ot many weeks ago one of
lar young ladies of Millinocket was given
The pastor, assisted by Rev. H. S.
then
was
playing "Mnkham, has been holding special rea ticket to a show that
it
and
it
placed
in town. She accepted
igious meetings at the baptist church
in her purse. When evening came she j his week.
went to the show and taking from her
Solomon I. Millett continues very low
was the ticket
ind slight hope is entertained for his
purse what she supposed
passed it to the ticket taker. He looked
ecovery.
at it, said "All right," and she went in.
State Detective Bassett attended the
Some time afterward she chanced to look neeting of the Maine State Detective
the
was
there
found
into her purse and
Association at Lewiston Friday.
ticket. She found she had passed out
A meeting of the W. C. T. U. Mothers'
herself
of
a
ticket
for the
photograph
21ub will be held at the homo of Mattie
and a young man!
M. Cummings Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 2:30
?. m.
Important business. All women
TRAGEDY AVERTED.
ire invited to attend.
"Just in the nick of time our little boy
of
was saved" writes Mrs. W. Watkins
The Josiab Ilayden Drummond mePleasant City, Ohio. "Pneumonia had morial is fast taking shape. The contriterrible
and
a
him
played sad havoc with
butions have been so generous, with
cough set in besides. Doctors treated
îvery mail bringing additions, although
At
worse
has not
he
day.
every
grew
him, but
it this time the hoped for sum
length we tried Dr. King's New Dis- been received, the committee have conour darling
covery for Consumption, and
cluded to go ahead and make contracta
He's now sound and well. ίο that, if
was saved.
possible, the monument could
Everybody ought to know, it's the only be unveiled during the session of tlu
and ail
sure cure for Coughs, Colds
next Grand Lodge in.May. A plan subLung diseases. Guaranteed by F. A. mitted by John Calvin Stevens has beer
Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Noyes accepted. It is described as a bronzt
Drug Store. Norway. Price 50 cents tablet with life size bas-relief portrait ol
and $1.00. Trial Bottles free.
Mr. Drummond from a late photograpl
embossed in a perfect ashlar mounted
GIFT
is to beoi
A MOST FATAL
upon three steps. The ashlar
Would be thp power of foreseeing Barre granite, three and a half fee
tlx
events. This would destroy hope. A square and four and a half feet high;
cubic feet
knowledge of the future would unmake base step will contain 81name
of
Mr
the
happiness. There are, of course, some The ashlar will have
and deatl
things about the future we do know. If, Drummond and dates of birth
for instance, a lack of energy, ambition, in raised letters. There will be inscrib
and loss of appetite shows itself we ed upon the steps the following Ilobrev
Ohel
know it will be followed by serious com- words, viz. : That on the first step,
and Eloah, or Love to God ; that on the secorn
plaints if not checked. Often Liver
tha
Kidney trouble follow quickly. In any step, Amal-Sagghi, or Great Labor;Lovi
event Electric Bitters will restore you to on the third step, Olieb Karabo, or
b
will
medallion
health. It strengthens, builds up and to our neighbor. The
ο
invigorates rundown systems. Only 50c. executed by Mr. Charles Calverlcy
Satisfaction guaranteed by F. A. Shurt- New York, the distinguished sculptor
leff A Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug and the stone work by the George W
Company of Portland.
Norway.

j

KAL

Hall's

czar.

day evening.

steam

H"·

of Toledo, j
Lucas couhtt.
Kkank J. Cheney miiken oath that Ibe Is tl
pen tor partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & C
iIoIdk business In the City of Toledo, Count
anil State aformald, and that aald Arm will pa
the mm of onk hundhed uollahb for ea<
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cure
by the use of Hall's Catarrh Curs.
Frank J. Cheney.
Sworn to before me And subscribed In m
A. D. 1880.
tith
of
this
December,
day
presence,

Paul 1. of Russia wus very deaf and
One day an
also very tyrannical.
Dentist,
aid-de-camp, intending to please him,
NORWAY,
approached and cried in his ear, "1
am glad to see, your majesty, that
I Office Hours—'J to 12—1 to 4.
your hear in. is much improved!"
"What is that you say?" growled the

J

Norway

I Statï of Ohio, Cm

The Flr«t Skater·.

j

deatli of her

to

NORWAY.

Birthday Thought or Two.

On this, our 65th natal day, Jan. 23d,
"One sweetly solemn thought conies to
me o'er and o'er:"
"The Wine of Life keep* oozing drop by drop,
Tbe l eaves of Life keep telling one by one."
Only five years to the allotted time.
Like a tale that is told are the years of
our life when we number them o'er and
o'er. And what have we gained by living that life, and what has the world
gained? Not much and probably uothing.
It is in about the same position that it
would have been had the Maker of us
all never had a thought of us, never called us to act a minor part on the stage of
existence.
Were we created for a special purpose?
And if so have we defeated that purpose? Has the potter power over the
clay, creating one vessel for honor and
another for dishonor, as the Scriptures
athrm? If we were intended and cut out
for a slop-basin, we are not particularly
to blame that we are not a vase for flowAs a slop-basin perhaps we have
ers.
fulfilled our destiny here and answered
the divine purpose as well as the average
vessels—a little leaky to be sure, with
We
an inclination to slop over at times.
have often wondered if we shall be anything different and better and more to
our liking in the everlasting household.
It is useless to enquire for we know as
much about it as the vase or the sugarbowl.
Say, are we machines? It looks like it,
but responsible machines, and that is
the pateut on us, and we haven't been
let into the secret of it as yet, and we
are not anxious to find out, as we are
convinced that it is all right. Of one
tiling we are convinced, that whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he also reap.
We have seen it demonstrated so many
times that it is rather a matter of knowledge than of belief.
When the farmer sows his grain it is
with the expectation of a harvest and in
the field in which he sows it. The young
man sows his wild oats on the furrows
of time, and his reaping, by and by. is
aches aud pains, bunions, corns and corruption, and they do say he will reap a
heavier aftermath in another field beyond the swelling tide. We don't know
how that may be but have heard it so
intimated. The results of wrong doing
and of right doing are far reaching
John.
beyond a doubt.

orchestra has been

A young

The drama. "The Cheerful Liar," is i: 1
da
I·reparation, to be given at an early He account as a "sqnawker," or as lacking
He had
under the auspices of Mt. Pleasant
courage to face the audience.
hekah Lodge.
previously engaged to attend the Stanton
at Bates on that evening, and
Miss Carrie Mathews returned las ; banquet
his being advertised here was due to a
Vt.
Barton
from
Landing.
Wednesday
misunderstanding.
where she was called by the suddei

s«>me of the trains were a number ο
hours 'ate on Friday, in consequence ο
Th<
an accident at Lewiston Junction.
trail
clone of the forenoon passenger
g"ing toward Portland struck the eugim
<
freight train which was backing οι
t·· a siding.
The accident is said to b<
due to the dense fog, which prevente»
tin engineer from seeing the signals
Some of the passengers were a littli
shaken up, but no one was seriously in
jured. Several cars were derailed amο
the mad was blocked fora number

A

Agents

for the Celebrated Queen
Ladies' Boots.

J. F. Plummer,
31 Market

Square,

CASTORIAftHAfcaioi**
Tka Ktad Ym Ban Ahnis BwsU

Quality

clothier & furnisher,

South Paris, Maine.
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BEEGHAMS
PiLLS

The Conservatory Expand*.
The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
wor'd, and its pre-eminerce among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few [vers Λ Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there ha.-e
gradually been acquired 268 I\ere A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order fer 31
additional Ivors A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage bv
this most critical of musical institutions.

;
L

! Sick Headache, Constipation,
Di-;
[Weak Stomach. Impaired and
gestion, Disordered Liver

:The World's

trifle
ohic.

of
Beecham's rills have the larges: saleai.4
Proprietary Mcdicioe iu the world,

Γ Without the publication oi ie sC.noniais ^
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ρΛ L
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A I

YEARS*

EXPERIENCE

J

DO YOU WANT IT?
XÏVKK OUT.

WE ΛΚΚ

postal or telephone to
pu a supply promptly.

us

λ

will

WALKER &

Λ. W

«iOI TH

VA 1US, MK.

bring

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand. Ac.

Trade Mark»
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Αίτοιιο wmllnrf a «ke: <-h «m! description ma?
isvertam « ur o|*n»n freo whether an
invention lit pn>l»aMy patentable. CMMH»
tion*«lrn,t!3ro»ï:îti!entt 'l. It unlhookouPitwU
•eut free, ui '-rt aaeiiev f"i aocttncir patenta.
I·:,t. t-1 tnkv'i Iiir ι,.Ιι Μι.ιι:ι Λ Cu. receive
jjifcUii ti tw, without ch.i-.-e, tu tUo
on!. klT

S&vttfic jfâêrïcan.

In this puzzle, adupted from St Ntch
olas, the fourth row of letters in th<
words described will name a fainoui
Italian worker in gold and silver. Tb<
initials name a cvrtain king.
2. A body o)
L A protuberance.
land surrounded by water. 3. One ol
the parts of speech. 4. A sauce foi
meats. 5. A kind of pastry. 6. Part o!
7. A
the beads of certain animals.

A hmndsomc?r '.llwrtmtfKi woo lit τ.
"t nnr
Journal. Ί*·πι>η, f.» a
four m·'tithe* $1»
by nil wwwliiilwfc
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New York
£ CO<25^ 1 B.-oadway.
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St* Washington. D. C.
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to ita Youthful Color.
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"Painkilkr

und will not have any substitute, for I
have u*ed it. m ν lather used it.and there
is no substitute as good.
Sold everywhere. 35c. and 50c. bottles.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Eastern Steamship Company.

No. 438

To Srn

t'omt

Kii(Uuil.

Who Doesn't

of

Steamer» leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, an>l
India Wharf, Bo*ton, ilallv, except Sunday, at
7.·00 P. M
Through tickets l-stied anil baggage checked
fur New York, I'hlia telphla and Washington
via all rail and Suund line*.
freight rate* always a* low as other lines.
All freight via this Une lusured again-t lire
ami marine risk
J.
I1
LiscoMH. Agent. Krankllu Wharf,

indigestion, a bilious headre.il dvspepsia once

have

while is the exception.
Ycu who do will find a quick
relief from a teaspoonful of the
in

a

True4-L. F." Atwood's Bitters.

A. H. llANst tiM, ti. P. Λ T. Α.
Calvin Austin, Vice l'res't A Gen'l Manager.
General >0lcce, Poster's Wharf, Boston, λ! as».

35c. a bottle.

Boys Wanted

We Do all Kinds cf....

IN SHOE FACTORY.
Several boys about 16 years of age

JOB PRINTING.
At»ood & Forbe», South Pari·.

w.

who

PHOTOGRAPHIC

oppoituuity

SUPPLIES !

lAiin,

p.

Mall orders

ness.

promptly

smart,

1»·.

Hartv

43 fiai» St., Mouth

Hundreds of Children and adult*

but h re treated for
ilNeaees.
The symptôme
in:—IndlftiUQa, «lib a' variable
foul tocxue; offensive
•ipi* t.U>;
breath; hard and full belly with occasional KrlptiiK" and palnsabout
Hi·» navel; ey« h«*vy and dull:
Itchln? of the no.se; short, dry
cuiiî!i: «rtiidlmc of the teeth; startins: during sleep; alow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.

bargains.

'ways

on

A

Second

good

hand.

worms

A

arH Wa'ter A. Wood Harvesting
Machinery.
have

open to

at once to

h ινβ
o!' er

Hay Tedders,
Rakes,

are

Worms

Horse Rakes,

VVe also

positions
capable boys.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

Deering Ideal Mower,

Midlines,

an

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

the

see

νφο

wish

to learn the shoe busi-

Good

Apply

tilled.

Farmers
Attention !
Don't fail to

strong and

are

TRUE'S
PIN WORM

ELIXIR

π·π»«*Ι>· mauie. It haw been
I
m 11-·
I, i« i>uu-ly vrxvtable.hannl.^.tn.lwteetual. Wlien-nowonusarepre·it t:i''U;\*:lTotu<\iuiii «nrrevt» tlie coiiiutiim ot II»· niuetm* inrinl>raiieof the Momacitawl bowcte. A iiMlllwt· forCenatt·
1 >111 <>11 till Hilinu»ii.'-><*n.la valuahli· rvmi-lv ·ιι :*Π the i-oimiion l'innplalnti of rhlldten. Prii-eSS ts. Ask yourdru«m« for It.
I»r. J. r. TKl'F Λ fO.. Ankara. M«.
SptcUl uiuiHuifor T»;< Worm·. Km pauphltu
I* Hi.·

Hand

etc., at good
line of repairs I

u-»t womi

A. W. Walker & Son,

A LOW PRICE
ON

Wool

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

—

Carpets

to close out odd

hnnd instruments.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7^ octave, almost new

case.

fortlSS.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, fur 940Φ, worth $250.
One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 9450, worth $300.

patterns and clean

up stock.

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for Φ45
One second hand Dyer «& Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for 65.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Satsume Interior Enamels W. J.
Wheeler,
better
paint.
then

BILLTMie

easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
wall», ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
beautiful tints. The surface is nonabsorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They work

Don't pay fancy prices when
furnish you "Satsuma Interior

•aine

price

ae

ordinary paint.

Made bv Heath &

Nasal

CATARRH

your dealer will
Knameia" at th·

In nil its ata^ee there
ahonij be cieiui.iue*·.

Ely's Cream Balm

cleanse», soothe* and heals
'.he diseased memJrcne.
11 c ure* cu! art h at. J «L : 1 os

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Cklc·!·.
Also Floor Faint, Floor Varnish, C'oacji
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Faints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

anger.
Behead a number and have level.
Behead favor and have a family.
Danclms O'er tk· liow r
Who comes dancing o'er the enow,
HU soft. Utile feet all bar· anil rosy?
Open the door, though the wild wind ■

Wk« Com··

blow:
Take the child In and moke him cosy.
Take him In and hold him dear;
He Is the wonderful new year.

High Pralae.
"Madam, how well your daughte r
plays on the piano. 1 assure you I t
was all 1 could do not to atop and liste:
to her."
Koy to th· Poulcr.
Να 421.-Word Building: 1. At
Vat. 3. Vast 4. Stave. 6. 8tarve.

Harvest.
No 422.—Decapitations: Brace.

i
(L

rae<

ace.
No.

423.—Proper Name Puzzle: ί
Ada. adapted. 2. Eli. eliminated, i ^
Roy. royal. 4. Cora. coraL 5. Eva •

__

ιογ

visiung.

Conform absolutely to the household
I arrangements, especially as to times of
I rising, going to meals, and retiring. Be
I ready in ample time for all drives or
I other excursions.
I Carry with you all needed toilet supI plies that you may not be obliged to
I mortify your host by pointing out possiI ble deficiencies in the guest room, such
I as a clothes brush—the article most
I commonly lacking.
I Enter heartily into all their plans for
I entertaining you, but make it plain that
I you do not care to be entertained all the
I time, or to have every minute filled with
I amusement.
Be pleased with all things.
If you ever were brisk and

Meringues.

j

I

the stomach.

BLOCK,

Knitting

I Knitting is
is

being prescribed by physicians

I of its efficacy in Umbering up the hands
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAI L I of such sufferers. For persons liable to
Take Laxative Bromo-Quioine Tablet) I cramp, paralysis, or any other effection
All druggists refund the money if i t I of the fingers of that character, knitting

signatur » I is

regarded as a

most beneficial exercise.

Besides, the simple work is said to be
Ian excellent diversion for the nerves,
Youth (discharged)—"Good-by, sii and is recommended to women suffering
I'll succeed even yet, for there's alway ι from insomnia and depression. In certain sanitariums patients are encouraged
His Former Employ
room at the top."
I to make use of the bright steels, and the
er—"There ie—at your top."
work is so pleasant that it is much enThe most reliable preparation for kic I joyed by them.
ney troubles on the market is Foley'
How to Beautify the Teeth.
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Ce J
An excellent
Orin Steven·, Oxford.
camphorated tooth
I powder, which will not destroy the
and yet will render
The Humble Consumer. She—"Hav > enamel of the teeth
ordered the coal?" He—"My deal > them white, is made of 7 drs. of precipi·
have begged, entreated and aupplicat I tated ehalk, 1-2 dr. of powdered camof powdered orris root.
ed the dealer to send some. In time ■ I phor, and 1 dr.
a tooth
like these I wouldn't think of orderin 11 It is not sufficient to use only
I powder; a little dentrifloe is pleasant,
it"

I

Îou

I and has

a

beneficial influence upon the

take 2 oza. of
Foley's Hooey and Tar is the best fo r I gums. aTo makeof one,
hot water, and one
I
quart
croup and whooping oough, contains η j borax,
«way a Cold La UlQ bead
each of tincture of myrrh
opiates, and cures quickly. Carefi 11 teaspoonful of
quickly.
camphor. Dissolve the
mothers keep it in the house. F. A .land spirits
Cream Balm Is placed Into the noetril·, «preed»
Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. I borax in the hot water, and when the
over tie aicc-.br ine and i· absorbed. Belief la ImI
water is oool add the other ingredients
lun^ate and a cure follow*. It ia not ί)Ι|| ilnss
them for use. A few drops
"Why, Dickey dear, if I married yon I and bottlelittle
bo: produce aneeaiof. Large Siae, 10 mmtM at Bruf
water form a delightful
be able to die·· me.1 I used in a
wouldn't
you
l«ceata
mail
Trial
aaiL
or
Siae,
If
by
;
jut»
I wash.—MoCall's Magasine.
I oould learn."
£LY BKOTUiBS, M Warren Street, Hew York. "Well, I guess

of our north-

of

surface

moist

some

The earliest terrestrial plants,
far as can be guessed, were not unlike some of these. We may imagine
them covering all the ground In those

struggling
days,
themselves for

plants,

as

and then a few are found, oecato
lonally even the fruit still hanging
be branch on which it grew, so that
he identity Is sure.

But the finest witnesses we have Df
iicient forests are those which mark
The
he advent of deciduous trees.
iroad, flat leaf lends itself perfectly to
ossilization. Its Imprint, ouce it falls
α favorable position, is stereotyped,
Now.
:raven upon the rocks forever.
is
he whole series of cretaceous rocks
tiled with leaf Impressions, beginning
The
nly a few In the lowest stratum.
as
ipper layers are sometimes packed

For

for some other things,

tlier^

is but one direction in which room In·
That direction is
as we go.

creases

And so our terrestrial plants
doubt soon learned to push their
branches upward, the better to secure
the light and air. But the relief is only

upward.
no

temporary. Once the upward habit Is
Indulged forthwith ensues new rivalry.
Crowding becomes as Intolerable as

creatures.

lean one upon another and so reAnoii the stiffcr plants
main erect.
derive advantage, and those with forming woody tissues able to stand alone
far outreach and overshadow all the
stems

These changes, of course, no one

has seen, but in some such way we
may assume the plants of ancient times

attained at length arl>oreal habit. For
such accomplishments there was no
lack of time, as the geological record

they're dying."

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatby Ely's Cream Balm, which is

ment

received
It is
cleanses and heals
diffuees
which
it
over
the whole surface
itself. A remedy for Nasal Catarrh
which is drying or exciting to the diseased membrane should not be used.
Cream Balm is recognized as a specific.
Price 50 cents at druggists or by mail.
A cold in the head immediately disappears when Cream Balm is used, Ely
Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

agreeably aromatic.
through the nostrils,

several definite ages or

names

archean, laurentlan, cambrian, Silurian, devonian, carboniferous, triasslc,
and reLike other parrots. The Flamingo— I Jurassic, cretacsous, tertiary
"I wonder what the parrot has been jab- cent Let this be for us simply a time
bering about for the last half hour?" card to which we may refer what Is
The Sparrow—"He has been telling that known of the
history of trees. It must
1
reporter that he has nothing to say."
be borne in mind, however, that these
names describe periods by no means of
Important to Mother·.
iue uisi imcc ui iuui
il'uklu.
equal
· carefully every bottle of CA8T0RU,
greater length of
perhaps
represent
and children,
Ο safe and ear· remedy for Infest·
time than all the rest put together.
sad a·· that It
Any one of thein, however, Is far
enough away from us In time, for
•IgDatareot
the duration of these geologic periods
b Vm Foe Over 80 Tear·.
was vast beyond all human compute
Tfa· Kind Tea Hare Alwayi Bought
tlon. Now, the oldest arboreal plants
Very
come to us from the devonian.
Tom—"Suppose you were out for a | curious looking trees they must have
drive with a girl and she insisted on takto any
ing tbe reins, what would you do?" been, having little resemblance
Jack—"I'd take the hint and let her | of our modern forms save In the fact
take the reins."
that they had woody tissues and stood

they

were

no

no

no

flowers, no seeds.

stead

all

covered

ret not quite the

with

can

Stevens, Oxford.

Juggine—"D'yer hear of SmUh

used to live down our

way?

He's

wot

opened

bank." Muggins—"Got a fortune left
him, I s'pose?" Juggins—'"No, got ten
years; he opened the bank at night
λ

wiv a crowbar."

Winter coughs are apt to result in
consumption If neglected. They can be
soon broken up by using Foley's Honey
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Orin

Conditions

on

world.

leaves,

Ids name is man!

[Copyright, 1902, by Lewis

D.

RHEUMATISM

POISONOUS FORRHEUMATISM IS AN ACCUMULATION OF
INFLAMMATION,
MATTER IN THE SYSTEM, CAUSING

EIGN

WHERE THIS FOREIGN MATTER COMES
LAMENESS, ETC.
IT MAY BE URIC ACIO WHICH THE
FROM IS NOT CERTAIN
TO
ELIMINATE; IT MAY BE THC
FAILED
HAVE
KIDNEYS
the food improperly;
STOMACH IS DIGESTING
SOME POISONOUS MATTHAT
BE
MAY
IT
OR
HAS CREPT INTO THC
OUTSIDE
FROM
TER
THING IS THAT
ANT
IMP0R7THE
BODY.
PERMAAND
LUTELY
ABSO
WILL
ROMOC
THESE
OUT
DRIVING
BY
NENTLY CURE RHEUMATISM
ROMOC IS NATURE'S
IMPURITIES FROM THE SYSTEM.
OTHER
LIKE
PRESCRIPTION FOR RHEUMATISM, AND
ANYTHING
MAGNIFICENT WORKS OF NATURE, EXCELS
ASK FORBOOKLET.
POSSIBLE FOR MAN TO ACHIEVE.

Sampson.]

scales. Its green leafy cone us well,
Our earliest tree, this
bears seeds.
devoulan forerunner of all the forests,
It was reproduced by
had no seeds.
spores, and these In development were

conditioned

as

described,

depended

THE

upon water for the mating of the cells.
In fact, the oldest trees of earth were

ern

trees over

If we could imagine in the case of our
forest ull the trees of present

variety.

Distressing Urinary troubles.

With any Kidney illsi

all alike were those old

Doan's

Kidney Pills

Relieve the aches of n· bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.
Mr. J. E. H. Townsend. of Townsend
Bros., carriage manufacturers, of 1!» Jefferion street, Beddeford, Me., soys: "We used
Ooan's Kidney Pills in our family, and
lonnd them a most valuable remedy. There

R A NGE

ire so many useless remedies ou the market
:hat when one Is found which experience
>roves does what Is claimed for It, It Is α
Measure to endorse that preparation. I
irocured Doan's Kidney I'llls at John Bery's drug store, under Hotel Thacher, and
:he satisfactory results obtained warrants

even

paratively

with the patent revertable flue
50 cts. down and 50 cts.

HORSES.

Extracting Teeth.

Extracting teeth is the operation most
rcquently performed by dentist*, and in
lso the operation most commonly
ungled. Therefore the most dreaded.
By the use of Our New Local
LiiU'«lli<'tic wo can extract teeth

ALLEN'S

LUNG
BALSAM

PAINLESSLY.
We also use Ether and Chloroform,
ν rhen desired, if admissable.

Remember,

"STOPS

Eyes

RICHARDS

Jj

our

Artificial Teeth

a

fue!.

week at

I

1th consideration for the natural

j: ression and

general

CHAS. L

AXES,

Unconditionally
Warranted,

$1.00.

are

reproduction of
They are conducted and adjusted skillfully, and

atural and a perfect
t lie teeth nature gives.
11

^

;alesmen wanted

saves

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

that!

pith,

Home

Hard to keep up

In devonian times even our scouring
rushes or Joint rushes seem to have
played the role of trees, and so with
many of the ferns. The very first forThe
est was a spore bearing forest
trees were big enough and plenty
enough, but a lumberman might think
They
them of little value after all.
were either hollow or else had enormous pith, so that the amount of wood

£ad

Agents.

Constant backache—
Tired all the time.
Nerves on edge.

earth. There was,, however, after all,
do means

Quaker

A

Can't Stand It.

type removed and the ground given up
to club mosses, and if we could then
fancy these towering like leaf columns with yellow spikes of spores far
above our heads, we might so form
some conception of the earliest tree
that has left of itself a record on the
By

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

P. A. «TTURTLBFF cto OP.,

all the eastern states.

eastern

some

ROMOC REMEDY CO.,

PRICE $1.00 PER BOTTLE.

Brobdingnag
overgrown
types of the little ground pine or club
moss which carpets the woodlands of
Canada and spreads beneath our modunlike

not

in the largest specimen was comNevertheless these
small.
old ; es did have value. These forests
Stirred by Gabriel D'Annunzio's good lived on to cover the earth in the subse- 1 ne In making the above statement."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drug
example, Mark Twain announcos that he que tit carboniferous time, in the age of , itores;
50 cents. Foster-MUburn Co., Bufis giving his skull to Cornel) University,
their ι alo, Ν. Y.
contributed
doubt
and
no
coal,
where it can be etudied for the enlightenment of future generations. He says share of organic material, of leaves and
he is getting pretty old, and shall prob- bark and spores and wood, to form vast
We have heavy team and woods
ably not need the skull after next Christ- beds of fuel that, as we know, make
mas, but if he should he will pay the possible the wealth and convenience of ] lorees on hand for sale at all times.
rent.
] \>ur pairs of heavy horses acclimated.
the present
W. J. WHEELER.
But the devonian has something betworld
the
in
one
remedy
Only
Ε. M. THAYER.
and ferns to show
will at onoe stop itchiness of the skin in ter than club mosses
South Paris, Me.. Oct. 2H.
even if these did assume the size
any part of the body; Doan's Ointment. us,
of trees. Bigness Is not always a synoAt any drug store, 50 cents.
ι
From rocks of
V
nym for excellence.
The man who wouldn't be a fool over I different
of the northern hemparts
have
the right woman doesn't deserve to
the
middle
isphere, rocks belonging to
the right woman be a fool over him.
devonian, we have fossil coniferous
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the I wood, specimens representing the modcough caused by an attack of the grippe. ern cone bearers—larches, spruces, yewe
It heals the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff & and pines. All the trees referred to,
Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
the spore bearing trees, seem to have
will positively cure deep-seated
been confined to marshes and the damp
COUGHS,
Mother—"So yon wish my daughter
But the
shores of lakee or lagoons.
COLDS.
for your wife?" He (gallantly)—"Partly
and especially,
CROUP.
that, madam, and partly that you my be struggle for existence,
terof
the
disadvantage
we
as
suppose,
my mother-in-law."
A 26e. Bottle tor « Simple Cold.
restrial fertilization, at length drove
A 60c. Bottle for a Heavy Cold.
THE COUGH
A 11.00 Bottle lor a Deep-Mated Cough,
some of these arboreous forms to highThe
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
M
habits.
Bold by all Druggists.
er ground and different
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure unmated spores no longer fell to earth
No Cuve, no Pay. for mere fortuitous union, but In the
a cold in one day.
PrioeSS cent·.
fruit itself upon the trees the mating >
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Brother Dickey, "kaze dey'· mighty few suddenly
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mens dese days what got money enough trees. To be sure, these earlier conifers
now
innocence."
as
those
living,
ter go tér court en prove dey
were not the same
them,
like
but they were in a measure
or the Examination of the
Cough· and colds down to the very Any one familiar with the structure of
borderland of consumption, yield to the modern trees can recognize them. Once
and the fitting of Glauet
soothing healing influences of Dr. started they have been prominent in
theoffloeof §.
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup.
earth's vegetation ever since. Signifino apparatus, no matter how costly, and
It is a clever woman that can capture I cant, though, these oldest conifers also «ki
te glasses are famished at a very low price—
the
total
a man's pooket-book as well m his heart I
one-third
q uulty considered.
abundant
;ind Tar.

Stevens, Oxford.

LET MC TELL YOU SOMETHING ABOUT

factor in environment, changing
from that time on the entire trend of
These were
biologic differentiation.
Che mammals, the culmination of
iarth's fauna in the progress of the
iges, until at the last, In these most recent times, the destinies of the forest
md of the animal world as well rest In
the hands of a single creature, the high·
est mammal, the god of this lower

safely give Foley's Honey forest trees. The number of types then
and Tar to their children for coughs and
Indeed, but every
colds, for it contains no opiates or other extant was not great
aboreal form.
poisons. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin type terrestrial took on
Mothers

same.

ι new

scalellke leaves. There were branches,
not many, and these were covered, too.
with leaves. The Chili pine, for all its

|

copy.

can uecure it
year, but if you like it you
with your own favorite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only $2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford
Democrat.

Jje earth have changed since forests
ivere at their prime, the glory of the
tvorld.
Vegetation entered tirst upon
life's scene and culminated tirst, culminated in the deciduous forests that
cast their leaves through countless
fenerations along the shores of the
cretaceous seas. With the close of the
cretaceous a race of terrestrial animals
:lrst appears, competitors of the forest;

leafy branches,
They were in

over

specimen

The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the
agricultural press. The price is $1.00 per

as far as Greenland.
In fact, everything seems to indicate
:hat for our northern world at least the
'orests of cretaceous times were richer,
nore varied, more extended and In evwe know toery way finer than .those
Jay. These trees were the immediate
lucestors of those we know, the same,

untreelike.

nevertheless

twigs,

free

Italy and north

erect Some of them were fifty or a
hundred feet high and had a diameter
of one to three feet at the ground. But

They had

a

growing

the name of Its rock system, we may
have, beginning with the oldest, the

CITY.

Buy a postal card and send to The NewYork Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for

)f the world. Our nearest représenta·,
lives are the laurels and the sassafras,
rt'e have already In these chapters re'erred to the tulip tree, a glorious tree,
jut the only lone species of the genus
Hut In cretaceous times
low on earth.
ullp trees flourished all over thenorth;rn world, many species in this country
ind in Europe, ranging south as far as

periods
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If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent

lines the fossils indicate genera no
where
otifrer extant on the continent
he fossils lie. Thus our North AmeriIn
can rocks afford us cinnamon leaves
■ich abundance, but there are 110 clnnow on all this side
mmons

of past time, each represented by a
distinct system οΓ the stony strata. If
we call these time divisions each by

Kidney complaint

STRICT.
▼MK CCNTAUS COMPANY, TT MURRAY

You recognize them. They are
doubt walnuts, hazels, poplars. Yet
hey are not quite the leaves of our
The botanist would
nodern trees.
Somevrlte them different species.

by the succession of stratified rocks,

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years.

10

sary for us to understand the manner
in which students of the earth's history divide past terrestrial time. The
recorded history of the earth, recorded

CASTORIA

The Kind You Haye Always Bo#

rear.

For ages the earth was filled
with vegetation before ever a tree or

shows.

You never hear of them but

GENUINE

f the wind strewn foliage had condiioned in some sort the whole rocky
leposition. The leaf of course has vanits
shed. but its Impress still remains,
nargin. Its every vein and velnlet, the
lent their
•ery glands sometimes that
•dors to the air iu days so long gone
of these
>y. Needless to say, many
orest leaves are strange, unlike any
and
iow driven by the autumn winds,
faret some of' them are remarkably
uiliar In appearance. Here are hazel
eaves and walnut leaves and poplar
You would have said that they
eaves.
lad but fallen from their twigs last

Every rising plant tries hard
At first the
to overtop its fellows.

before.

rest.

Pare·
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It
Pleasant.
is
It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
nor other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
and Wind
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural sleep·
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

iow

constantly

room.

and Children—Experience against Experiment·

What is CASTORIA

specimens of petrified wood

owers

so

fhroff

Infants

structure in their
structure absolutely definite,

before us, especially if slliclfied,
tie structure Is perfectly preserved,
well
nd If coniferous we know It as
Now, fossil
s if we saw it grow.
from
rood is comparatively abundant,
he devonian, and especially the caronlferous, on down through all overand
ping formations. Fossil fruits
there also are, all too rare, but

etream.

among

Allow no one to deceive you in this.
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and «Just-as-good"
the health of
and
endanger
with
trifle
that
Experiments

ome

perpendicularly
spring or

a

rocky wall hard by

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy·

microscopic

a

yhen

a treelike plant appeared.
"flerbie, it says here that another ocIn order to appreciate properly what
togenarian's dead. What's an octoge- geology has to tell about the history
narian?" "Well, I don't quite know what
It will be necesthey are, but they must be very sickly of trees on the planet.

Bromo-Quioine

Beat the whites of four eggs to a stiff
ί
tag)·
I froth, sift eight ounces of powdered
Να 428.—Additions: 1. Fight f-l-lgh
sugar, and mix it lightly and quickly
2. Lie, li-v-e. 3. Rest, c-reet 4. Favoi '· I with them.
Any flavoriug essence
f-l-avor. 5. Her. ber-d. β. Ode. m-odi >. should be put in with the sugar. Cover
the meringue boards (thin strips of
7. Να uo-d.
Ye I smooth boards) with stout paper; oil it.
DraL
Να 429.—What River?
I Put the meringue mixture on it with a
low. Amuaoo. Darling. Snake.
or forcing bag and pipe, in the
Να 430.—A List of Inns: Income , spoon
I shape of half an egg. Dust with sifted
Inconvenient. Inapt Incompassionat< t I
sugar; blow off the excessive sugar, and
Incomparable. Inconstant Indigem • I bake in a cool oven for two or three
Inane.
I hours. Do not let the meringue oolor
should be a pale fawn. DeI
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas Eclectri c much, they
I tach them from the paper. Scoop out
Oil. At your druggists.
I the soft inside part and put them in the
I oven for a few minutes to dry inside,
The married man's last word alway B
They must be filled with whipped cream
turns out to be the one before the last.
I and joined together with white of egg
I to form balls. Fill them just before
Dyspepsia—bane of human existent r*( I serving.
Burdock Blood Bitter* cures it, ρ romp
ly, permanently. Regulates and tone •

rood,

bonlike structures, covering the ground
woods or spread over the whole

In

Stevens, Oxford.
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corners

asks how we can tell about

how a

appreciated

A NIGHT ALARM.
Worse than an alarm of fire at night is
the brassy cough of croup, which sounds
like the children's death knell and it
means death unless something is done
uuickly. Foley's Honey and Tar never
fails to give instant relief and quickly
Mrs.
cures the worst forms of croup.
P. L. Cordier, of Mannington, Ky.,
writes: "My three-year-old girl had a
severe case of croup; the doctor said she
could not live. I got a bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar, the first dose gave quick
relief and saved her life." Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin

I

thing.—«McCaH'a Magazine.

of tliem

We have doubtless
ill observed these beautiful though less
little things, creeping, rib-

j

evade.
Να 424.—Enigma: Tape. ape. tap, pot
Να 425.-A Trip: Ber-NE. NevaDJ
Damasc-US, Uet-ER, Erie.
I
Να 420.—A Well Known Provert ;
Time and tide wait for no man.

F. W. Grove's
2fic.

nificant
lamp and ehady
srn world today.

_

kills more people
I
sprightly, than any other disease. This is due to
I be so now.
tbe disease being so insidious that it gets
Your high spirits and evident enjoy- a
good hold on the eystem before it is
! ment are the only thanks your host
recognized. Foley's Kidney Cure will
I wants.
prevent the development of fatal disease
Take some work with you, so that if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
I when your hostess has to work you may Orin Stevens, Oxford.
I keep her in countenance by working
I also. More good times are to be had
Sufficient Material.—"That great ArcI over work than over play, any way.
tic explorer seems to have had mighty
Do not argue or discuss debatable bad luck. His ship, it seems,
was
I matters, few things are in worst taste.— crushed in the ice and all that was saved
I McCall's Magazine.
from the wreck was a few timbers."
"Oh, well, they'll be enough to provide
Fourteen Mistakes of a Lifetime.
a lecture platform."
I Somebody has condensed the mistakes
No Reasonable Man expects to cure a
I of life and avowed at the conclusion that
I there are fourteen of them. Most peo- neglected cold in a day. But time and
I pie would say, if they told the truth, Allen's Lung Balsam will overcome the
I that there was no limit to the mistakes cold and stave off consumption. Cough
I of life; that they were like the drops in will cease and lungs be sound as a new
I the ocean, or the sands of the seashore, dollar.
I in number, but it is well to be accurate,
A Proposition.—"Give you a ride to
I Here, then, are fourteen great mis- the school house! I won't get there for
I takes: "It is a great mistake to eet up half-an-hour."
"Well, couldn't you
I our own standard of right and wrong, and stop in and tell the teacher I couldn't
to
measure
I judge people accordingly;
help being late?"
I the enjoyment of others by our own; to
I expect uniformity of opinion in the
I world; to look for judgment and exI perience in youth; to endeavor to mould
I all dispositions alike; to yield to im! material trifles; to look for perfection in "iii· eignature ia on «very bos ot the genuine
I our own actions; to worry ourselves and
Tablet·
Laxative
Iothers with what cannot be remedied; he remedy that euros u col<t to on· 4a|
I not to alleviate all that needs alleviation
The Brooklyn man who bought a parI so far as lies in our power; not to make
I allowances for the infirmities of others; rot to outtalk his wife deserves to be arHe
to animals.
to consider everything impossible that rested for cruelty
I we cannot perform; to believe only evidently has no idea of the task the poor
I what our finite minds can grasp; to ex- parrot has before it.
I pect to be able to understand every-

-,

ï RE Κ Color carU and our booklet, "How to
Re fur u Uh the Hume Without Buy lax New Fur

■tin r*.

438.—Decapitation·.
Behead a sprightly dance and find ι
lively fish.
Behead gratified and have a boy.
Behead to heed'and have a verb.
Behead a color and have need.
Behead mild and have earth.
Behead beat and light and bav
Xo.

fails to cure.
One second hand square piano, a nice on each box.
worth $140.
one, for 115,

MAINE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

are

adulteration.

7. Ardent.

Kuies

I

as a Medicine.
declared by specialists in
I the treatment of rheumatism to be a
Visitor—"Well, my little man, do yo u
exercise for bands liable to
One second hand Estey organ at South like going to school?" Little man (age j I most helpful
> I become stiff from the
complaint, and it
Paris, almost new, for 55
6)—"Yes, but I don't Hke staying there.
because

1 have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

t

No. 427.—Charade: Tee. thing (teett

South Paris, Maine.

—

j

Xo. 437.—Diagonal.
The diagonal beginning with the u[
per left hand letter will name a wlr
ter'H ^port.
Crosswords: 1. Bright in a high dt
2. Master of a small tradln ζ
gree.
vessel. , 3. A hard biscuit. 4. A phys
clan. 5. Not anything. (I Free frot ,

ache or

Portland.

4

Arithmetic»! Pnule.

Mo. tie^Trlanglc.
1. Λ rod used In loading a gun. i
A foreigner. 3. Gentle. 4. A color. t
A preposition. C. A letter.

The Man

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Ke*orta

434—Omitted Word.
Put the same word In all the blanki
—*
said he would surely get the
and Und out whether the clerk woaU
I
the other goods to me at once.
want to do a —Ion things this morn
to do my errand fo r
lng, so I sent
li ι
He went ofT with a large
me.
his pocket and 1 tokl him he woul< I
need a stout
y to protect himsel ^
should any one waylay him.
Ko.

Divide 2 by 5 and have 1.000.

POKTLAXI» ItlVIKlOX.
ΡΟΗΤΙΛΧΙ» ASD BOSTON LI.XE.

au«l Interior

Ko. 433.—Rlddlemeree.
In cheap and In dear;
In square, not in spber·;
In looee. not In adhere;
In winter, not In year;
In skate und In cheer.
In horse and in deer;
In wine, not In beer;
Whole la a sea to Asia near.

LOST-Β 4^ Κ BOOK.

Whereas, W. K. Joues of Norway, guardian of
Harrison Noble, has notified me In writing that
tils >'ook of deposit. No. Hl'tf, ha» been lost, and
;h.it lie desires to have a duplicate book of deposit
issued to hlui, notice Is hereby given that such
lioot will lie Is-ued un'ess the original book le
(>re»ented to me within six months allowed by
statute.
South Purls, dan. 1'.», IS* <3.
SOUTH I'AKIS SWINGS bank.
By Ukouue M. Atwool», Treasurer.

High G*adc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

quickly clean and
of eink and bath tub
as a little ammonia and suds mixed with
the tine ashes from the ash flue of the
range Bays the Philadelphia Times.
Equal parts of ammonia and turpentine will take paint out of clothing,
Saturate the
even if it be hard and dry.
spots as often as necessary and wash out
warm
suds.
in
If those who perspire freely would use
a little ammonia in the water in which
they bathe each day it would remote
any disagreeable odor and keep the flesh
sweet and clean.
Put a tablespoonful of ammonia in a
quart of water, wash your brushes and
combs in this, and all grease and dirt
will disappear. Rinse, shake and dry
in the sun or by the fire.
For an excellent silver polish that may
be kept on hand for every day use, mix
a few drops of ammonia with the common
whiting used for eilver, and add
enough water to make of tbe consistence
of cream; bottle this and keep it tightly
corked. Drop a little of this mixture on
the polishing cloth, rub the silver lightly
and rinse in warm water, and the silver
will be instantly brightened and cleaned
without the hard rubbing necessary when
polishing with the dry whiting.
For removing paint and putty marks
from window glass this same mixture
of ammonia and whiting may be used
for stubborn cases, or simply a little
ammonia in warm soap suds. If whiting is used let it become dry on the glass
before polishing.
so

polish the spigots

or

PERRY DAVIS*

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,l.

Uses of Ammonia.

Nothing will

book to bold photographs. 8. A cours»
way. 9. A fruit. 10. A heroic poem
11. Worn on the foot. 12. An Iron pin
14. An an
13. An linage worshiped.
15. A collection of dwell
noun cement.
lugs. 1(1 A large tlsh.

Not I did not ask tor a bottle any
cheaper, or twice as large. I did ask tor

Uru,^ ilj

creation.—Argus.

some

not unlike the Insigliverworts that adorn the

probably

hugh buckle,

lace,

terrestrial plants
very iowly

doubtless

creeping tblngs,

What kept
ing Elizabeth Phipps Train. D. Blackdo we not laugh at R.
appliqued Why Because
we find James Greenleaf

and—there you are, with a more elaborate

of Trees.

earliest

were

more?
Whittier.
Whence came Samuel Smiles? Because
saw a hen reward Beecher.
he
are
sleeves,
volumnious-at-the-fore-arm
Why did Miss Mu-loch up the silver?
trimmed in tbe same manner, as is also,
Because she saw Flora Annie Steele.
the skirt yoke.
deis
another
and
dainty
Very simple
A THOUSAND DOLLARS THROWN
sign of gray and white striped gingham
AWAY.
of the finest purchasable quality. Two
bias
Mr. W. W. Baker, of Plainview, Neb.,
circular flounces, beaded with
for
bands, form the skirt decoration, and writes, "My wife had lung trouble
the blouse, a baby waist affair, has mere- over fifteen years. We tried a number
ly inch wide bias bands laid from tbe of doctors and spent over a thousand
waist up for about six inches, over slot dollars without any relief. She was very
As the slot seems are made be- low and I lost all hope, when a friend
seams.
fore the material is cut, the full, blousy suggested trying Foley's Honey and Tar,
which I did ; and thanks be to this great
effect is retained.
For afternoon wear there will be noth- remedy it saved her life. She is stronger
ing more appropos than the same dotted and enjoys better health than she has
silk waist suite of the preceding season, ever known in ten years. We shall never
with the skirts perhaps a little longer, be without Foley's Honey and Tar and
though still never touching the ground. would ask those afflicted to try it." F.
These are of light and if made from a A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxgood quality of silk, so serviceable, so ford.
withal "just right" for any afternoon
"I'm sure I don't know» what to do
occasion from a tennis party to a light
Is there anything
tea, that one has always a feeling of with you, Henry.
good in you? "I think so, dad," replied
satisfaction when thus gowned.
a chain, Uenry, "I've just eaten a mince pie."
a
A bit of

this had Ux-u achieved

Geographical Story I

XII.—The

THE

me

what kinds of
lings so long ko ne by,
how they grew
•ees they were and
twofold—
nd where. The answer is
the
rst, we know past ages only by
in
etrlfled remnants that lie burled
for
le rocks, like other fossils—shells,
letance—of which we hear so much,
fosnd, second, we understand such
ils only by comparison with existing
For example, existing conifers
ora.

Iowa State

o£

appear,

Jurassic following.
this
But perchance the reader by
these

···

ftxtftetor

cones

•ue

îe

h· By
THOMAS H. MAC BRIDE, Ph. P.,

elaborate and extremely

One of Rueaian blue linen ia
in cuarse lace, with bande extending in
point yoke effect from the shoulders to
the neck.
Sleeves, thoae beauteous,

any

Me.

more

a

all have cones.
rpe did not after
of the ginko,
■uit was more like that
of Japan, planted
le maidenhair tree
Not until aft·
dw commonly in parks.
de
the close of the carboniferous
perhaps not until

NATIVE
TREES

about a gown
Bach?
Why was Wagner Haydn away
which ia decidedly pleasing, ia not to be
his little
Because DeKoven had him on
denied.
tt
Thia year the shirt waist saita will be Liszt.
Charlotte M. Yonge? Help-

)

Boxes.
Sale Exceeds 6.000.000 Boxe·.
store*.
10 cents ami 25 cents, at all drug

What did Charles Reade? Whatever
he saw Mabel Osgood Wright.
When is it tiiat John Burroughs?
When he hears Edward Everett Hale.
Hall Caine? To make
did

harmony

Medicine!

1IHH..I

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,

SO

FOR ALL

It la
more.
juneter of the stem or
of the
earliest
the
that
irloue, too,
The

OUR

Thomaa W. Knox.

The Shirt Waist Suit.
they
Why
Burnett
The old convenient, comfortable, odd Frances Hodgson
Ko. 4ai^W«r4
Hamilton
Who
gave Thomas Paine?
comfortable
and
convenient
ahtrt
waist,
0n«
2.
L—1. A turner's machine
Mabie.
,
aa it really ia, ready to be donned at a Wright,
Eatde
or
turn
8. To Infect 4. To
more.
What made Winston Church-ill?
]
moment's notice, with "any old akirt,"
Cooke.
Eaton
he saw John
pend. 5. To embark in.
is really giving way to a successor, the ins what
I
A.
Walter
Wyc-ko?
make
What will
II.—L Foolhardy. 2. Inclosed space. ahirt waist suit.
8. A marine anlmaL 4 To limp.
Not that the latter is a newTOodel. Zang-will.
he
Why did Charles Dar-win? Because
Oh, dear, no. It has held sway for the
to De-foe.
I just intend- never turned his back
but
at
two
least,
years,
Acroetle.
past
Xo. m-IllûtniM Doable
Where did Captain Frederick Marryed to remark in paaaing that the entire
At the Ellen Olney Kirk.
costume ia decidedly given the prefer- at?
H. SavWhat made Colonel Richard
ence now-a-days, and that there is a
Carleton Coffin.
of one material age? Hearing Charles

Family Medicine

Female Ailments.

of interest to tbe ladle
editor Hommumm

toebAolled. Addnes:
OOUWM. Oxford Democrat. PnrU, Main·.

f Bflions and Nervous Disorders

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New Eugland, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

County,

Oomapondenoe on toploa

The Best and Safest

ι

South Paris, Oxford

HOMBMAKEBS' column.
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Iv3f$ & Pond Pianos.

Literary Nightmare.
When doe# Mary Mape« Dodge? When
A

ex-

contour of the face.

BUCK,

Axe Handles, 10 to
30 cents.

THE DENTIST,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

On Crown and Bridge Work our ex·
r erience, skill and superior mechanical
tcilities help us to excel.
Telephone 106-2.
Can work in evening if desired.

hlobbs* Var-iety Store,
NORWAY,

ME.

